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Abstract
Human brain contains a large amount of neurons connecting to each other, therefore, forming a large
and complex network. It is fundamentally important to map network connectivity of brain systems
for understanding functions and dysfunctions of human brain. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
the most powerful non-invasive neuroimaging tool examining both structures and functions of human
brain. Currently, a major bottleneck in human brain mapping is understanding the relationship between
brain functions/behaviour and the human nervous system. To address this problem, researchers
start to use features derived from MRI and graph theory to understand patterns of structural and
functional brain network connectivity. This PhD project aims at significantly improving the accuracy
of brain network connectivity modelling and prediction, thereby enabling better understanding of
human brain. Specifically, this PhD project is built upon on the recent success of deep learning,
which is used as a major tool for brain network modelling and analysis. Graph is a mathematical
representation of brain networks. A central and unsolved challenge of applying deep learning on
graphs is how to incorporate dynamics and structures of networks with the learning process. This
PhD project will develop a probabilistic graph model to model neural dynamics of human brain (Aim
1). Conventional dynamical modelling approaches are mostly based on sliding windows that are
subject to the choice of parameters and window length. To overcome this problem, we propose a
regularization-based hidden Markov model (HMM) to estimate dynamical interactions of functional
brain network connectivity at a group level. Neuroscience is entering ’big data’ era with the advance
of neuroimaging techniques and massive data collection. Deep learning has shown great success in big
data analytics. However, deep learning has been rarely used for brain network connectivity analysis due
to its statistical limitations on irregular-structured network data. To address these problems, we develop
a spectral parameterized convolutional neural network (SCNN) to learn brain network connectivity
data and predict mental disorders (Aim 2). Inferring functional connections of whole brain poses
a great challenge in neuroscience, Most of current network generative models rely on a predefined
connection formation to estimate complex patterns of interconnections in the neurological system.
Because it is unclear how brain is organized to support high-levels functions, predefined connection
formation is unable to provide enough system-specific details about brain mechanisms. Therefore, we
propose a graph-based generative adversarial network (GAN) combining with a topological decision
tree to infer functional connections of human brain and generate interpretable features (Aim 3). Using
a deep learning on graph approach to analyse brain network connectivity will enable an accurate and
efficient network modelling and analysis, thereby increasing the throughput of neuroscience study.
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The human brain is naturally organized as a complex network of interconnected neurons. Investigating
organization of brain network connectivity plays a important role for understanding functions and
dysfunctions of the brain. The analysis of brain network connectivity is made feasible by the advances
of in vivo neuroimaging techniques and modern network science. Over past few decades, researchers
have started to apply deep learning techniques to brain network analysis including image segmentation,
network modelling and disease prediction. In this chapter, we first outline opportunities and challenges
of brain network connectivity analysis, project goals, research problems, our contributions and layout
of the thesis.
1.1 Deep Learning on Graphs
Human brain is extremely complex. Human brains contains approximately 100 billion neurons [67].
These neurons are elementary working units of human brain, specially for information communication
to target cells. Studying human brain plays a critical role in understanding functions of the mind.
The development of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides new opportunities to understand
how brain works. Measuring changes in blood flow, functional MRI (fMRI) detects brain activities on
the brain. The technique can generate time-series data from approximately 1,000 locations, resulting in
millions of pairwise relations, collected with different experimental designs. With the advance of this
technology and widespread use, analysing fMRI data becomes a challenge in neuroscience studies.
Complex network describes many real world systems including transportation, social networks,
gene networks or neurological networks. Graph is a mathematical representation of a complex network,
which comprises a set of nodes and edges. Representing data by a graph allows us to unify network
topology complexity and node/edge diversities. Studying the dynamic process of complex networks is
important to investigate functions of complex systems. For example, the structure of brain networks
affect information flowing in the brain and disease propagation. As the advance of technology and
massive data collection, it is necessary to develop new computation models to learn useful graph
representations for tasks such as node/link classification, anomaly detection and dynamic analysis.
1
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Deep learning on graphs offers many advantages in learning useful graph representations, such as
reducing errors caused by hand-picked features and multiple layer non-linear representation of graphs.
Deep learning on graphs is still an open research area and challenged by graph sizes, graph structures,
directed/undirected graphs, and dynamical graphs.
1.2 Brain Network Analysis
With the advance of neuroimaging techniques and massive data acquisition, neuroscience is entering a
’big data’ era. These big data produce a large amount information on patterns of synaptic connections
(structural connectivity) and functional connectivity. Structural connectivity refers to a complete map
of the brain’s trsuctual connections [39]. Functional connectivity refers to statistical dependencies of
dynamical connections among distributed brain regions [161]. The patterns of neurological system
are also known as brain networks. Brain network has become a fundamental tool to understand how
high-level functions emerge from structural architecture of the brain.
Brain network has been studied at multiple scales. Graph is the mathematical representation of
brain networks. For example, the human connectome project (HCP) seeks to map the human brain
at macroscale using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [51]. Some labs work on build detailed 3D
neural map of brain tissues at microscale [109, 150], whereas others trace every neuron and synapse at
a nanometre precision [165]. Unlike regular-gridded medical images, brain networks exhibit irregular
structures and dynamical characteristics. These characteristics provide information about how the
brain regulates information flow among neural elements to facilitate cognition and behavior [101].
Topological characteristics of brain networks have been found to be useful as biomarkers in many
neurological disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
[146, 149]. Additionally, dynamical fluctuations of brain activity have been found to be related to
information regulation and cognitive status [91, 117]. However, many current deep learning methods
designed for pattern recognition are inapplicable to brain network data. The adoption of deep learning
on brain network connectivity requires new kinds of methods to extract network features.
Graph theory is a powerful approach to access and quantify topological characteristics of brain
networks. A graph is comprised of nodes and edges. Nodes can be derived from partitioning or
parcellation of the whole brain into different brain regions based on the anatomical and functional
criteria. Edges represent anatomical connections or statistical dependencies among distributed brain
regions [120]. Because of the use of different parcellation schemes and edge defination methods, there
have been inconsistencies across neuroimaging studies. For example, during the process of network
construction, false positive and false negative connections often arise and influence results of graph
analysis. Thresholding is a common approach to solve this problem [42, 137]. However, choosing an
appropriate threshold is often challenged by a priori assumption, which will influence the stability of
graph-theoretical metrics.
Previous study has reported that the interrelation revealed by structural connectivity and functional
connectivity can be benefited from multimodal analysis [6]. Recently, it has been reported that
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Figure 11: Network measurements and construction. Top, network neuroscience begins with the
collection of brain data. These data contain genes, synaptic and structural connections, and multi-
dimensional time series. Bottom, once collected, relational data are generally subject to normalization,
artifact and noise reduction before being assembled into a mathematical graph with nodes and edges.
multimodal fusion brain imaging data can reveal estimate brain connectivity more accurately [23]. A
higher reproducibility using multimodal brain connectivity analysis has also been reported in the study
of autism [103].
Functional brain network connectivity helps us understand how regional brain activities are related
to each other. Studying functional brain connectivity at rest is critical to investigate both healthy and
diseased brain. Most studies on resting-state functional brain connectivity focus on the static func-
tional connectivity. However, accumulating evidence shows that the brain is dynamically processing
information, adapting its ability to the current environment and producing its own spontaneous activity
at resting-state [22,35]. Additionally, dynamic functional connectivity at multiple spatiotemporal scale
has been found to be critical to study information communication over different brain regions. Changes
and patterns of dynamics in the developing brain is constrained by brain structure and often examined
by correlation patterns of spontaneous functional MRI (fMRI) signal fluctuations [71, 72]. However,
accurate modelling the temporal dynamics of brain activity poses a great challenge in neuroscience
because of the complexity caused by dynamic functional connectivity estimation.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) were originally inspired by neuroscience to resemble information
processing structures in the brain [100,112,122]. A particular promising type of ANNs is convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), which was inspired by the visual cortex and has been widely used in image
analysis [89, 90]. As the growth of data and computational power, deep learning with ANNs is now
prominent in machine learning communities. Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms,
charactersized by using multilayer neural networks to learn detailed information and abstractions of
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Figure 12: Brain Network Analysis.
input data, and making predictions on unseen instances [88]. Giant tech companies, such as Apple,
IBM, Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, have been using deep learning techniques for big data analytics
for years to predict customer behaviour, deliver products and services, and improve customer relations.
Deep learning has shown its decision-making ability in recognizing and interpreting patterns in
medical images [46, 61, 79]. Besides, deep learning based diagnosis is faster and has the potential to
reduce medical cost. The rapid developments of deep learning techniques have substantial potential
for healthcare, by early detecting which patients are more likely to develop a particular disease before
patients develop symptoms, identifying which patients need to be treated more aggressively under a
specific condition, and determining what treatments may be more effective to prevent the disease for a
particular patient (e.g. precision medicine). However, deep learning is rarely used in neuroscience
filed in recent years due to the complexity of human brain. Traditionally, neuroscience focuses on
detailed description of brain mechnisms, studying multiscale neural circuits and dynamical activity
patterns. However, deep learing, especially ANNs, focuses on developing algorithms using simple
architecture and bruce force optimization [99].
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Recently, deep learing methods have been used to help our understanding about brain func-
tions, such as predicting cortical representations of human brain [152]. Even so, developing a deep
learning-based decision support system in network neuroscience faces many challenges. First, present
network-based cognitive neuroscience studies may produce biased results caused by different network
construction methods. Besides network models are challenged by detailed tracing fluctuations of brain
activity across time, including changes across lifetime, changes due to the existence of stimulus or
tasks, and changes of spontaneous brain activity caused by brain disorders. Another limitation is how
to do algorithm evaluation. This may compare with standardized assessments, for example, medical
images evaluated by US board-certified specialists or other well-established algorithms under a specific
condition. Additionally, there is trust problem between clinicians and patients. Deep learning with
ANNs can teach themselves how to identify differences between diseased and healthy subjects using
a large amount of data. However, it is still unclear how the machine learns. Because of that, deep
learning is often regarded as a ”black box”.
1.3 Goals of This Project
The goal of this PhD project is to develop an Artificial Intelligence (AI) system using deep learning
techniques to automatically detect cognitive disorders from brain connectivity data. Specifically, we
focus on the following things: (i) accurately and efficiently estimating brain networks from resting-state
fMRI; (ii) predicting mental disorders from brain networks using deep learning methods; (iii) inferring
functional connections of whole brain and interpreting deep learning decisions.
1.3.1 Estimating brain networks from resting-state fMRI
Our brain is constinuously process information produced from current environment and its own
spontaneous activity. Brain activity is generated whether a person focuses on a task or at rest.
Understanding dynamical neural activity across many spatiotemporal scales is an important challenge
in clinical and basic neuroscience. For resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) studies, the aim is to
discover resting-state neural substrates for understanding principles and mechanisms related to high-
level brain functions [10, 15]. At resting-state, the brain is not involved in any specific task, but it is
still dynamically processing information, adapting its ability to the current environment and producing
its own spontaneous activity [22, 35]. Because of that, it is necessary to model relationships between
time series fMRI signals and behaviour changes as comprehensive as possible. Particularly, identifying
repeating patterns (also refer to meta-states) of rs-fMRI data plays a critical role to characterize and
interpret differences of brain activity for understanding of cognition
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1.3.2 Predicting mental disorders from brain networks using deep learning
methods
Early prediction plays an important role in diagnosing brain disorders. With early diagnosis and good
preparation, individuals with brain disorders can slow down symptoms and maintain their independence
for as long as possible. However, it is difficult to early predict brain disorders as patients may not
develop obvious symptoms at an early stage. Neuroimaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), are often served as important biomarkers for early diagnosing brain disorders.
Recently, deep learning technology has emerged as a powerful approach in neuroimaging commu-
nity by predicting disease risk and estimating the success of treatments [8, 54]. Deep learning typically
refers to a set of neural networks, which are able to hierarchically represent input data features and
produce desired outputs. In some challenging lesion detection tasks, such as retinal lesion detection
and skin cancer, deep learning has exceeded human expert performance by training on a large amount
of medical images. Its success can be attributed to the huge advances in computational capability and
larger dataset. Although deep learning algorithms have shown high accuracy in classifying medical im-
ages, predicting diseases based on brain connectivity data is still challenging due to irregular structure
and temporal characteristics of brain connectivity data.
1.3.3 Inferring functional connections of whole brain and interpreting deep
learning decisions
Developing whole-brain models inferring functional connections among brain regions remain an
important challenge in computational neuroscience. Network generative modelling is a powerful
approach to reveal informative network properties of human brain by generating synthetic network data.
An important application of inferring functional connections of whole brain is to study neurological or
psychiatric disorders.
1.4 Research Problems
In the following part, we focus on specific problems: (i) modelling dynamical brain activity among
distributed brain areas; (ii) deep learning on brain network connectivity; (iii) interpreting deep learning
decisions.
1.4.1 Dynamical brain network modelling
Functional organization of human brain and its changes caused by cognitive status and ageing are
central topics in cognitive neuroscience. Graph theory allows us to characterise functional brain
network organization in terms of nodes and edges. A mathematical graph representation of functional
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brain networks is often given by a weighted graph as follows:
G = {u,V,E} . (1.1)
The u represents the global attribute of a graph. For example, it can represent the disease status.
The V = {vi}i=1:Nv is a set of nodes Nv, where vi is a node attribute. For example, it can represent the
non-zero probability belonging to a specific brain region. The E =
{
(e j,r j,s j)
}
j=1:Ne is a set of edges
Ne, where each e j denotes the edge’s attribute, r j denotes the receiver node and s j denotes the sender
node. For example, E may represent the weights of connections.
Traditionally, functional brain activities are often modelled as static connectivity due to the
complexity of modelling its dynamical information. However, accumulating evidence shows that
functional brain networks change over time. Additionally, characterising the dynamical process of
functional brain networks is critical to investigate changes caused by cognitive status and ageing. In
order to reveal the dynamical process of functional brain activity, we model the fluctuations of brain
activity as modelling hidden states of fMRI signals,
xˆ = f (x,η ,θ). (1.2)
where xˆ is the rate of changes of hidden states of the functional brain system x, η represents exper-
imental manipulations on brain system x, f represents mechanisms underlying temporal fluctuations,
and θ is a set of parameters.
1.4.2 Predicting brain disorders using deep leaning
As the advance of neuroimaging techniques and abundance data acquisition, network neurosicence
is entering the ’big data’ age. It is necessary to develop computational techniques to process a large
amounts of neuroimaging data and understand how brain works at a population-level. Deep learning is
a class of machine learning algorithms that can automatically detect abnormalities of neuroimaging
data by comparing to the ones learned in their past experience. Developing deep learning based
computational framework can accelerate the process of network analysis and reduce errors caused by
human inference. However, applying deep learning on graph-represented brain networks is challenged
by irregular-structured high-dimensional network data. Specifically, applying deep learning on graph-
represented brain networks requires a novel framework with explicit representations of graph-structure
and a learning process that can impose constraints on relations and interactions among nodes. Here,
we mainly consider three design principles for deep learning on graphs, namely representation of the
attributes, building blocks of graph neural networks, and deep learning architectures. The following
picture show an overflow of deep learning on functional connectivity.
Representation of attributes. To represent attributes of a graph, we consider three types of representa-
tion schemes. First is a node-based representations, which take a graph as input, perform computations
over graph-structure, and produce nodes as output. Second is an edge-based representations, which
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Figure 13: An overview of deep learning on functional brain connectivity. A-C show the process of
constructing functional connectivity matrix from fMRI signals. D shows applying deep learning to
predict neurological disorders.
return edges as output. Third is an graph-based representations, which return graphs with global
attributes.
Building blocks. Each building block should include three ”update” functions φ and three ”intergra-



































































represents a set of edge outputs.
The φ e computes edge updates, the φ v computes node updates, and the φu computes global graph
updates. The ω functions represent the integrated information over inputs. The computation of
blocks proceeds from edge-to-edge and edge-to-node to edge-to-graph and node-to-graph. Figure 1.2
describes elements involved in graph computations.
Deep learning architectures. The deep learning architectures are constructed by composing above
mentioned building blocks. The number of building blocks are arbitrary. The design of architecture
follows a common design called encode-process-decode, in which the input graph G is transformed
into a latent representation G0 by a encoder, then, a shared core block Gcore is applied multiple times
to return Gm, and finally returns an output graph Gout by a decoder.
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Figure 14: Description of elements involved in graph computation. Red lines represent elements being
updated, black lines represent other graph elements involved in the computation.
1.4.3 Interpreting deep learning decisions
The generalization ability of deep learning with ANNs relies on distributed representations of hidden
layers. However, it is difficult to interpret the relation between inputs and outputs using a set of
sequential feature activations. Decision trees can make a particular decision depending on a sequence
of decisions from inputs to outputs. To address interpretation existing in deep learning techniques,
we proposed to implement a decision tree to partially explain hidden layers of ANNs. Then, we can
explain a hierarchy of learned filters using graph theory.
1.5 Contributions
1.5.1 Estimating interactions of brain connectivity by hidden Markov models
The brain activity recorded by fMRI is temporally organized as a combination of sensory inputs
from current environment and its own spontaneous activity. However, temporal patterns of brain
activity in a large number of subjects remain unclear. We propose a regularization-based hidden
Markov model (HMM) to estimate dynamic functional connectivity among distributed brain regions
and discover repeating activity patterns. Experimental results show that functional brain connectivity
is hierarchically organized and exhibit repeating patterns over a number of subjects.
1.5.2 Predicting brain disorders by spectral parameterized convolutional neu-
ral networks
Brain connectivity exhibits non-stationary and irregular structured properties. However, traditional deep
learning methods are hard to extract features from dynamical brain connectivity data due to its statistical
limitations. We propose a spectral parameterized CNN to analyse dynamical brain connectivity.
Particularly, we propose graph convolutional filters based on Laplacian operators and complex-valued
convolutional filters to learn network-structure from brain connectivity. Experimental results show our
method can improve the classification accuracy on brain connectivity data. Additionally, compared to
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conventional convolutional CNN, spectral parameterized CNN can reduce computational cost by using
element-wise multiplications. Besides, our method is robust to false connections.
1.5.3 Learning interpretable deep features for brain connectivity
In clinical neuroscience, generative models play an important role in inferring functional connections of
whole-brain. Current generative approaches focus on either hand-picked design of summary variables
or statistical inference with hypothesis testing. However, neurobiological relevant representations
revealed by these methods are limited due to variations of design across different generative models
and the expressive ability of statistical models. We propose to implement a graph-based generative
adversarial network (GAN) to infer functional brain connections and a decision tree to generate
explainable features. Compared to other methods, synthetic data generated from our method display
similar graph characteristics with empirical data. Additionally, the proposed method is able to identify
altered connectivity patterns related to the disease.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we survey the literature in
recent years about brain network modelling, deep learning on graph-represented brain networks, and
explaining deep learning decisions. In Chapter 3, we show drawbacks of current dynamic brain
network modelling and present our improvements in this area. In Chapter 4, we show limitations
of current deep learning methods on network-structured data and present a spectral parameterized
CNN on brain connectivity data. In Chapter 5, we show drawbacks of current generative models and
combine a graph-based GAN with a topological decision tree to generate brain network connectivity
with interpretable features.
Lastly, we conclude the thesis and suggest future directions in this area in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, we focus on past achievements in human brain mapping and the role of deep learning
in brain network connectivity analysis. Additionally, we identify emerging trends that will shape both
computational neuroscience and deep learning fields going forward.
2.1 Brain Network Connectivity Modelling
Over the past decade, neuroscience has rapidly changed due to the advance of technology. Methods
to create maps of synaptic connections and functions have produced rich and complex data. Despite
substantial progress in this field, the brain remains a large mystery. Network neuroscience is an
effective approach to understand the complexity of brain structure and reveal high-level functions. In
this section, we outline the fundamentals of network neuroscience and emerging trends in this field.
2.1.1 Human brain mapping
Human brain mapping refers to functional anatomy mapping of the brain using a set of compuational
methods and neuroimaging techniques. It is a direct approach to discover brain mechanisms and help
us understand how brain structure supports brain functions. Major neuroimaging techniques for brain
mapping include diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), positron emission tomography (PET), functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG) and optical imaging with near
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). These techniques can complrehensively examine structural connections
and interactions in nervous systems, resulting in datasets in the mathematical form of graphs. Advances
in human brain mapping lead to identification of important characteristics of brain organization. For
instance, brain network connectivity of healthy brain has shown high topological efficiency, robustness
and modularity properties [21]. In addition, brain network connectivity of healthy brain wwhas revealed
small-worldness (a small-world network is characterized by a number of spatially distributed network
communities with clustered connectivity) and scale-free (a scale-free network is characterized by the
connectivity distribution following power-law scaling) organization [140]. Researchers investigate the
human brain at multiple levels from microscopic scale to macroscopic scale [87]. Graph theory has
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been widely used to describe and analyse nodes and edges of brain network connectivity. Figure 2.1
briefly describes brain network modelling and network analysis.
Figure 21: Brain network modelling and network analysis.Network measures come from the topo-
logical, functional and spatio-temporal domains. Top line: topological features, including densely
connected communities, hubs between communities. Middle line: functional mechanism analysis
using perturbation paradigms. Bottom line: dynamical process of networks, indicating the activity of
nodes changes and edges changes as a function of time.
Macroscale studies typically include mapping brain functions and behavior to connectivity [145]
and identifying altered connectivity patterns [146]. At macroscopic scales, brain network connectivity
is constructed from MRI or fMRI images using parcellation methods, which will parcellate the brain
into a number of anatomical regions. In a brain network, nodes are defined as brain regions and
edges are defined as anatomical connections or statistical dependencies between brain regions [120].
From a system biology perspective, mental activities arise at a system level in which neurons interact
via structural or functional connections. Graph-theoretic metrics, such as clustering coefficiencts,
path length and global efficiency, are often used to characterize network properties. Measuring
network properties provides important insights into understanding brain mechanisms associated with
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dysfunctions, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [30] and schizophrenia [135]. Convergent evidences
suggest that brain disorders are often associated with disrupted network connectivity patterns [149,163].
At microscale, brain network connectivity refers to neurons and their dendritic and axonal pro-
jections. Microscale connectivity interactions give rise to spatiotemporal patterns of tissue growth
and other biological processes [86]. For instance, molecular studies have provided strong support
for synapse degeneration disease, like AD [117]. Additionally, Molecular structure and interactions
have been found to be associated to changes in homeostasis and pathological insults to the brain [110].
The cellular processes in the brain is often investigated by protein networks. A challenge for protein
network modelling is to determine which constituents are connected directly or indirectly and how
stable are individual protein−protein interactions. Correlation analysis of protein interactions is often
performed at nanoprecision level [7].
2.1.2 Current frontiers in brain network modelling
Network dynamics. Our brain is continuously processing information from current environment and
produces its own spontaneous activity. Dynamical brain activities can be measured by fMRI, EEG,
and PET. An example of brain activities recorded by fMRI has been shown in the following picture.
In network neuroscience, studies on dynamic brain network mainly focus on two different directions.
One is investigating neural activity patterns constrainted within local neocortical circuitry [104].
Another is detecting fluctuations of network connections (edges) [91].
The dynamical brain network refers to brain activities that are spatially shaped by anatomical
structures. The dynamic processes include neural information processing [153], editing of gene
expression [57], and dynamics of chemical processes of the metabolic network [5]. Investigating
dynamic processes of the brain is important to understand brain functions and mental activities. For
example, dynamics of individual synaptic connections can be initiated by molecular and cellular
changes and extend to larger neuronal networks through which behavior is expressed [77].
Apart from above mentioned dynamic activity patterns shaped by anaotomical structure, changes of
brain functions also lead to changes in network structure. Whereas various information communications
produce brain functions, dynamics occurs with communication functions [80]. Specifically, biological
systems display patterns of connections changing over time, in responce to various external simulus.
Characteristics of these dynamical network patterns can be used to investigate progression of disease
states. For instance, schizophrenia has been reported to be related to altered brain network dynamics
[19].
Table 21: A survey of dynamical modelling of brain activity.
Reference Data Method; Remarks
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Chang and Glover (2010) [26] resting-state fMRI
Sliding-window correlation; they investigate
dynamic behaviour of resting-state
connectivity by performing time-frequency
coherence analysis based on the wavelet
transform.
Stephan et al. (2010) [130] fMRI, EEG, MEG
Dynamic causal model; this model is based
on Bayesian framework for inferring
hidden neuronal states from measurements
of brain activity.
Friston et al. (2014) [52] resting-state fMRI
Dynamic causal model; Dynamic causal
models are based upon deterministic models
that generate predicted crossed spectra
from a biophysically plausible model of
coupled neuronal fluctuations in a distributed
neural network or graph.
Shine et al. (2015) [127] fMRI
Multiplication of temporal derivatives; the
author propose a multiplication of temporal
derivative method to detect dynamic changes
of fMRI data.
Suk et al. (2016) [132] resting-state fMRI
Deep auto-encoder, hidden Markov model;
they use deep autoencoder to discover
network features and then apply hidden
Markov model to estimate dynamic
information.
Vidaurre et al. (2018) [143] fMRI, MEG
Hidden Markov model; they use hidden
Markov model to model brain activity as a
dynamic sequence of distinct brain networks.
Park et al. (2018) [108] resting-state fMRI
Parametric empirical Bayes; the author
uses parametric empirical Bayes to model
fluctuations in directed coupling over
consecutive windows of resting-state fMRI
time series.
Wang et al. (2018) [148] fMRI
Recurrent neural network, dynamic causal
model; the author proposes a biophysical
interpretable recurrent neural network built
on dynamic models to estimate causal
relations of fMRI signals.
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Figure 22: Indirect measure of brain activity using fMRI. fMRI reflects blood flow in the brain. More
precisely, it measures the relative presence of oxygenated versus deoxygenated blood. Active regions
require more oxygenated blood. So fMRI provides indirect measure of brain activity patterns
Predictions. Although conventional network neuroscience focuses on assessing and quantifying brain
data using graph theory, there is a shift from simple descriptions to predictions. Predictions of system
functions and network dynamics are usually achieved in two approaches: using a statistical approach
or using a machine learning approach. The former has been widely established in neuroscience
community to predict gene regulatory networks by gene expression data [34], and the spatiotemporal
diversity of seizure propagation from brain connectivity [116]. Although a few attempts [132], machine
learning has been rarely combined with network neuroscience.
Network connectivity of neurological disorders. Pathology of the brain is often started at a single
area and extends to a larger neural networks via axonal pathways. Patterns of disease propagation
are constrained by the organization of brain architecture. Network neuroscience is a powerful tool to
localize pathology, tract disease propagation and predict affected areas. Figure 2.2 gives an example of
using brain connectivity to tract and predict the development of disease. Mapping regional connections
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allows us to predict the development of disease from one area to another. AD is a neurodegeneration
disease and often described as ’disconnection syndrome’, suggesting a loss of neurons. Particularly, a
loss of long-distance connections has also been reported in subjects affected by AD [96]. Epilepsy is a
disease characterized by recurrent unprovoked seizures. Network analysis of epilepsy has reported
increased clustering, path length and altered hub regions [1].
Figure 23: Tracking and predict disease propagation from brain connectivity. (a)In this example,
neuroimaging analysis on healthy subjects show no relation between two different brain areas, 1
and 2. (b) Brain mapping of these regions into a broader neural network. Again, there is no direct
connection between region 1 and 2. (c) In certain cases, such as the developing of AD, pathology in
one region starts to affect another region along axonal pathways. Connections between region 1 and 2
are considered as risks. (d) Dysfunctions in region 1 and 2 alter connections in around areas. Network
analysis may help to identify the causal relations and quantify the group difference
2.2 Graph Analysis of Brain Networks
The properties of nodes and edges in brain connectivity networks are determined by brain mapping
methods, parcellation schemes and measures of edges [120]. Nodes can represent cells, cell population
or brain regions at different scales. Edges can represent synapses, axons and fibre tracks. Network
constructed from different parcellation scheme may be different. However, there is currently no optimal
method able to address all the challenges in human brain mapping [4].
Network measures given by graph analysis can characterize brain networks using a number of
neurobiologically meaningful and computable measures [121]. Here, we present some commonly
used network measures of brain networks. A commonly used network measure is degree. It is used
to characterize the importance of a node by the number of links connected to that node. The mean
network degree is known as network density. Network segregation is often measured by the number of
triangles in a network, which is known as clustering coefficient. Specifically, clustering coefficient
is the fraction of triangles around an individual node. Modularity is another measure of network
segregation. It reflects a groups of nodes that with densely connected within-group but sparsely
connected between-group. A commonly used measure for network integration is path length, which
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measures the average shortest path length between all pairs of nodes in the network. Other measures
include small-worldness and network motifs.
2.3 Statistical Learning of Brain Networks
Statistical learning aims at understanding and predicting data. Suppose we have a quantitative response
Y and a set of observations {Xi,X2, · · · ,Xp}, we want to estimate a function f satisfying
Y = f (X)+ ε (2.1)
The function f can be estimated by either parametric or non-parametric methods. For parametric
method, we make an assumption about the functional form, such as a linear model to estimate an
p-dimensional function f (X)
f (X) = β0+β1X1+β2X2+ · · ·+βpXp (2.2)
After selecting a model, we fit the training data into the model and estimate parameters β0,β1, · · · ,βp
For non-parametric methods, we avoid making explicit assumptions on a particular form of function
f . However, non-parametric method requires a large amount of observations to estimate function f .
Brain networks help us understand how individual neurons, groups of neurons or brain regions
are connected. An important focus of brain network study is comparing and quantifying difference
of brain networks in both disease and healthy status. Statistical methods have been widely used in
conventional neuroimaging studies to study alterations or dysconnections related diagnostic status,
including schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease [59, 159]. Statistical methods, such as t and ANOVA
tests, are often used to identifying statistically significant connections related to diagnostic status in
brain networks [159].
2.4 Deep Learning and Graph Neural Networks
Deep learning technology has transformed many aspects of our lives: from self-driving cars to
computer-aided disease detection to voice search on smart phones. Deep learning is increasingly
important in modern society. Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms with multiple
layers of representations. Higher level representations of input data account for discriminative infor-
mation in classification tasks. An important characteristic of deep learning is that the multiple layers
of representations are learned from data. It has been found out that deep learning is good at extracting
features and identifying subtle differences from input data.
Deep learning can be divided into supervised learning, unsupervised learning and semi-supervised
learning depending on the existence of ground truth. The goal of supervised learning is to learn a
function that best approximates the relationship between inputs and targets. The goal of unsupervised
learning is to infer natural structure from unlabelled data. Semi-supervised learning falls between
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supervised learning and unsupervised learning. It uses both labelled and unlabelled data to learn a
better predictor.
Figure 24: An example of supervised learning
A commonly used optimization algorithm for training deep neural networks is stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). It consists of computing objective functions and following negative gradient with a
number of training examples. The standard gradient descent algorithm modifies its internal adjustable
parameter θ of the objective J(θ) as,
θ = θ −α∇θE[J(θ)] (2.3)
where E is approximated by evaluating the cost and gradient over the full training set.
Deep feedforward network is the most essential deep learning models. It learns to map the input x
to a category y, y = f (x). The information flows through deep feedforward network starts from input
layer, go though weighted sum of inputs and non-linear transformation, and pass to next layer. A
example of deep feedforward network has been shown below.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) was inspired by human visual system and designed to process
data with minimal preprocessing [90]. It is characterised by shift invariance and translation invariance.
The architecture of a typical CNN has been shown in figure 2.6. The convolution operation in a
two-dimensional image I is given by,





where K is a two-dimensional kernel.
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Figure 25: Deep feedforward network.
Figure 26: Convolutional neural network.
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Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a class of neural networks designed to process sequential data.
RNN shares parameters across a sequence of data by taking the output of previous steps and using the
same update rules. The formula of current state h is given by
h(t) = f (h(t−1),x(t);θ) (2.5)
Despite the success of deep learning in pattern recognition, it faces important challenges in
reasoning about structured network data (e.g graphs). These challenges require new deep learning
models for explicitly representing and reasoning on structured network data.
In recent years, the interest of establishing deep learning models on graphs has rapidly growing
in many applications, across complex language modelling and spatio-temporal graphs. A common
architecture is convolutional neural networks (CNN), which can represent graphs by grouping nodes
closing with one another [37]. Another example is generalizing recurrent neural networks (RNN) on
graphs in which nodes are represented as inputs and hidden states at each step [76]. Graph-based deep
neural networks combine deep neural network and graph theory. It supports flexible representation
of graphs with regards to graph attributes (e.g. nodes and edges) and structures (e.g. knowledge
graphs and social networks) [11]. It offers advantages in representing and reasoning complex and
sophisticated architectures.
2.5 Deep Learning on Brain Connectivity
ANNs were originally inspired by human brain to mimic information transferring among distributed
neural elements in human brain [100, 112]. Along with the development of deep learning techniques,
computing power and big data analytics, deep neural networks achieved promising results in various
pattern cognition tasks.
Brain connectivity, or brain networks, are widely used to describe brain structure. It can be
measured from neuroimaging data, including MRI, fMRI and DTI. Brain networks offer advantages in
describing relations between brain regions and revealing disease progression (e.g. tracking changes
of connection strength). Because many brain disorders are difficult to be diagnosed at an early stage,
predicting brain status from brain networks becomes more and more important. Applying deep
learning on network structured data is challenged by extracting meaningful information from networks
because of the irregular structured and high-dimensional characteristics of networks. Recently, a few
graph neural networks(GNN) were developed to address this problem. In the following section, we
first describe the design of deep neural networks for brain networks. Then, we discuss the clinical
applications of this technique.
• Designs for graph-based neural networks. To allow deep learning on brain networks, its
important to design deep neural networks that can represent graph-structured data. Specifically,
attributes of a brain networks, including node attributes, edge attributes, and graph attributes,
need to be considered.
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The first deep neural network on brain network analysis is proposed by Kawahara et al. in
2017 [78]. They specifically design edge-to-edge layers, edge-to-node layers, and node-to-graph
layers to detect edge-to-edge, edge-to-node, and node-to-graph properties of brain networks.
Input to BrainNetCNN is adjacency matrix derived from DTI. Output of it is neurodevelopmental
outcomes. Problems with this model is that they do not take node attributes and graph attributes
into account.
Figure 27: Schematic representation of BrainNetCNN. Each block represents the input and/or output
of the numbered filter layers. The brain network adjacency matrix (leftmost block) is first convolved
with one or more (two in this case) E2E filters which weight edges of adjacent brain regions. The
response is convolved with an E2N filter which assigns each brain region a weighted sum of its edges.
The N2G assigns a single response based on all the weighted nodes. Finally, fully connected (FC)
layers reduce the number of features down to two output score predictions.
Another approach to apply convolutional neural network on brain networks is through spectral
graph convolution. Parisot et al. [107] proposed spectral graph convolutional neural network
for brain disease prediction. Specifically, they use graph Laplacian operator to extract features
from brain networks. The graph Laplacian is defined asL = IN−D−12 WD−12 where IN and D
are respectively identity and diagonal degree matrices. Its eigendecompositions,L =UΛUT ,
gives a set of orthonormal eigenvectors U ∈ RN×N with associated real, non-negative eigen
values Λ ∈ RN×N . Spectral convolutions over signal x with a filter gθ = diag(θ) are defined
as gθ ∗ x = gθ (Λ)x = gθ (UΛU (T ))x = Ugθ (Λ)UT x, where θ ∈ RN is a vector of Fourier
coefficients. The architecture of this model has been shown in figure 2.8.
Figure 28: Spectral Graph Convolutions for Population-based Disease Prediction.
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• Applications of deep learning on brain networks. Brain disease is rarely located in one
specific area. Instead, it often spreads in the brain along axonal pathways. Brain network has the
ability to detect brain disorders by tracking how connection changes among different brain areas.
Deep learning has the ability to discover hidden features and predict disease from experience.
Deep learning on brain network has been used to early predict Alzheimer’s disease, autism and
other neurological disorders [84, 107].
We summarize literatures about deep learning on brain connectivity in the following table. Among
deep learining methods, CNN provides an effective framework to explore highly non-linear graph-
structure data. However, it has been hinder by structure-preserving problem on brain connectivity. To
solve this problem, Wang et al. reorder nodes of graph by spectral clustering before impelmenting
CNN [147]. Another approach to solve this problem is by designing specific convolutional filters to
learn node-node, node-edge, edge-graph, and node-graph relations [78]. Considering the temporal
characteristics of brain network, Veeriah et al. combined convolutional layer with recurrent layer to
predict behavior from dynamical brain connectivity data [141]. However, these methods are challenged
by modelling distinct brain states and extracting meaningful features for understanding neurological
disorders.
Table 22: Deep learning techniques for brain connectome
analysis.
Reference Method Remarks
Suk et al. (2016) [132] deep auto-encoder
estimating functional dynamics;
they use deep auto-encoder to
encode functional brain networks
into embedding space.





node-to-graph filters to leverage
network structure.
Wang et al. (2018) [148] recurrent neural network
estimating effective connectivity;
they combine recurrent neural
network with dynamic causal
modelling to model the causal
process of brain.
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He et al. (2018) [65] auto-encoder
predicting cognitive deficits in
very preterm infants; they use auto-
encoder to extract features from
functional connectivity matrix.
Ktena et al. (2018) [84]
graph-convolutional neural
network
learning similarity of brain
connectivity networks; they use
spectral graph convolutions to learn
features in graph spectral domain.
Challenges of deep learning on brain connectivity
• Challenges 1: interpreting deep features. While deep learning can predict unseen samples
with high accuracy, it is often perceived as a black-box. Deep learning algorithms use a large
amount of data as input, extract patterns and build predictive models. Although we understand
which features cause activations in the first layer, it is difficult to explain features or patterns in
other hidden layers. In brain disease diagnosis, where incorrect diagnosis can be very costly, the
reliance of model on right features must be guaranteed.
Visulizing deep features allows us to see what is happening inside a deep neural network [158].
However, it is hard to understand how the decision has been made using a sequence of nodes.
Some researchers try to undertsand the flow of information in deep neural networks using
gradient-based attribution methods [3]. Others study the weights of a neural network to undertand
latent space and final decisons [75]. Despite these progress, our understanding of information
flow in deep neural networks is still unclear. More recently, Guerguiev et al. propose to use
the dendritic structure of neurons to explain predictions of deep neural network [60]. However,
it has been pointed out that this method is unprecise because it only consider apical dentrites
modelling without modelling basal dentrites [36].
More recently, researchers try to combine decision trees with deep neural networks to address
the issue of black-box [53, 83]. Combining decision tree with deep neural networks can partly
explain deep learning decisions using a sequence of learned filters. However, it is still challenging
to explain these learned filters of decision trees.
• Challenges 2: using deep neural networks to understand neurological systems. Recently, a
number of attempts have used deep neural networks to understand neurological systems, such as
sensory cortex [152,157]. Although goal-driven deep neural networks make strides in modelling
incoming sensory data and brain functions, it is still challenged by detailed mapping between
model architecture and neurological systems. Deep neural networks are useful in understanding
how incoming sensory data is related to behaviour, but understanding how parameters used in
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deep neural networks correlate to real neural systems is difficult. Additionally, it is unclear how
the hierarchy structure of deep neural networks is connected to real cognitive process. Responses
of neurons at higher layers of neural networks are difficult to map to neurons at lower layers.
• Challenges 3: describing dynamics of brain systems using deep neural networks. Recently,
functional network connectivity has been shown to change over time [5]. Assuming stationarity
of functional network connectivity is unable to reveal the dynamic process of brain activity. A
number of studies has focused on investigating the dynamical properties of functional connectiv-
ity. The dynamic functional network connectivity has shown useful in capturing dynamic nature
of functional connectivity alterations associated to clinical conditions [19, 68].
Most deep neural networks cannot model dynamics in the brain that either comes from sponta-
neous brain activities or continuous input from current environment. It is necessary to develop
more sophisticated models to model dynamical network data. Although there is a growing
trend to use recurrent neural network (RNN) with attention mechnism [28, 156] in this scenario,
they are still on early stages. Besides, these works are restricted to classification or regression
problems. It is hard to provide enough information about dynamical information of brain
activities.
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Whole Brain Dynamic Modelling
3.1 Introduction
Our brain is constinuously process information produced from current environment and its own
spontaneous activity. Brain activity is generated whether a person focuses on a task or at rest.
Understanding dynamical neural activity across many spatiotemporal scales is an important challenge
in clinical and basic neuroscience. For resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) studies, the aim is to
discover resting-state neural substrates for understanding principles and mechanisms related to high-
level brain functions [10, 15]. At resting-state, the brain is not involved in any specific task, but it is
still dynamically processing information, adapting its ability to the current environment and producing
its own spontaneous activity [22, 35]. Because of that, it is necessary to model relationships between
time series fMRI signals and behavior changes as comprehensive as possible. Particularly, identifying
repeating patterns (also refer to metastates) of rs-fMRI data plays a critical role to characterize and
interpret differences of brain activity for understanding of cognition [16, 70, 134]. In this chapter, we
focus on dynamical modelling whole brain activity.
The most commonly used techniques to describe dynamic brain activity at resting-state is sliding
window analysis. The sliding window approach investigates dynamic functional brain activity by
segmenting the time series from spatial locations into a set of temporal windows and characterize
fluctuations in functional brain connectivity [81, 95]. However, sliding window analysis is challenged
by the choice of window size and parameters, which would undermine the conclusions of analysis.
It has been suggested that dynamical functional connectivity derived by sliding window correlation
cannot directly reveals the presence of fluctuations in fMRI signals [69].
An alternative approach to produce less biased network connectivity is by time-frequency analysis,
in which complex interplays of dynamical functional connectivity can be captured by a range of
frequency bands. It has been shown that brain activity related to fMRI signals is limited to the analysis
of low-frequency fluctuations (0.01 – 0.1 Hz) due to haemodynamic response function [114]. Higher
frequency fluctuations are more likely to be related with physiological noise, such as the influence of
respiratory and cardiac pulsations [114]. For example, wavelet transform has been used to investigate
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amplitude and phase characteristics of functional brain connectivity, revealing previously unreported
within-network anti-correlation and across-network correlation [25, 105]. A critical limitation of this
approach is that only one global functional connectivity has been estimated at a given time, whereas
the functional brain connectivity has shown hierarchically organized temporal nature of interacting
brain regions [134, 144].
Here, we propose to implement a hidden Markov model (HMM) to estimate interactions of function
brain connectivity at a group level and discover connectivity patterns repeating over time. Within
HMM framework, dynamic functional connectivity states are estimated by a multivariate Gaussian
observation model, in which each state is characterized by the mean µk and covariance Σk. Most HMM
uses a standard variational inference which requires loading the entire dataset and sequential forward
pass followed by a backward pass on multiple time samples. This strategy is hampered by the high
computational load problem. To solve these problems, we propose to implement a regularization-based
HMM framework, in which we constrain the probability of state transitions and penalize frequently
appeared samples to be selected again in current iteration. It should be noted that, compared to previous
work based on sliding window techniques, our method offers a probabilistic model through the process
of Bayesian inference, in which time series data are modelled in a self-contained approach.
In the following sections, we describe and justify the proposed method, including how we constrain
the state transition probability by parameterized regularization, and how subjects are selected at
each iteration. We then show our experimental results on functional brain connectivity derived from
ADHD-200 dataset. Lastly, we compare our method with other state-of-the-art approaches.
3.1.1 Problem statement
Let X = x1, ...,xT denote a d-dimensional multivariate fMRI time series, where xt ∈ Rd . We seek to
model fMRI time series in terms of a sequence of hidden states, where each segment corresponds to a
subsequence Xi...i+m = xi, ...,xi+m and maps to a predictive (latent) state z, represented as a one-of-K
vector, where |z| = K and ∑Ki=1 zt,i = 1. For simplicity of notation, let zt = k denote zt,k = 1 and let
Z = z1, ...,zT denote the sequence of latent states. Then for all xt mapping to state k, it satisfies the
following condition
Pr(xt+1|X1,...,t ,zt = k) = Pr(xt+1|zt = k)
= Pr(xt ′+1|zt ′ = k)
= Pr(xt ′+1|X1,...,t ′,zt ′ = k)
(3.1)
To model transitions between states, we use HMM. HMM is a family of models that describe
time series using a sequence of states. All states have the same probabilistic distribution but different
distribution parameters.
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3.2 Our Proposed Method
Total brain connectivity activation is formulated as a regularized denoising problem. Let X =
{x1,x2, ...,xm}denote multivariate time series, where xm ∈ RV×T , V and T denote the number of
voxels of input and the number of time points respectively. Given such a time series, we look for the























Where λT (v) denotes the temporal regularization term for voxel v, U(v, ·) = ∆L{C(v, ·)} is the
deconvolved BOLD signals, λsis the spatial regularization term at time point t, M is brain regions
defined by AAL atlas.
Here, we hypothesize that the transition probabilities of each state at each time point for a
given functional brain connectivity evolve dynamically as a function of the activity levels of others.
Specifically, if vector represents the data and represents the hidden state at time point t, we assume that
x|st = k MultivariateGaussian(µk,Σk) (3.3)
Where µk is a vector with (number of channels) elements containing the mean blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) signals and Σk is the covariance matrix defining the variances and covariance
between channels when state k is activate. The states comprise of an activation map µk and a covariance
matrix denoting functional brain connectivity.
For each time point t, the corresponding state transition probability represents the probability of a
state to be active in that time point (see Figure 3.1). More explicitly, the transition probability of a
connectivity xk from state si at time point t to state s j at time point t +1, which refers to the actual
transitions Pa(st = k), thus depends on the itself and the influences of intrinsic transition probability of
connectivity network xk other connectivity networks (with x 6= l)
Pa(st = k) =∑
l
θl,kPa(st−1 = l) (3.4)
Where θl,k denotes the transition probabilities. Based on this formulation, the observed data at
each time point can be modelled as a mixture of Gaussian distributions, with wtk = Pa(st) = k.
A standard inference for HMM is based on a dynamic programming algorithm (the Viterbi
algorithms) with forward and backward variables, which requires a complete sequential forward pass
through the data followed by a complete backward pass to estimate state time series. Although the
entire process can be improved by parallelization formulation, it is still very time consuming when the
time series are long or the number of samples is large.
To solve this problem we propose to implement a stochastic variational inference with regularization
strategy. We seek to minimize the free energy, which is a quantity to measure the divergence between
real and factorized distributions and the entropy of factorized distribution. Whereas standard variational
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Figure 31: Graphical representation of a hidden Markov model and an ergodic topology of transition
states.
inference deploys a completely random process, the proposed method picks up samples in a decay
order at each iteration. This will discourage frequently selected subjects to be selected in the current
iteration, leading to improved computation efficiency. This is performed by the following equation
wi = γ fi (3.5)
Where wi is the unnormalised probability of selecting subject i, fi is the appearance frequency of
subject i in previous iterations, γ ≤ 1 is the parameter controlling the confidence of subjects selected
in current iteration.
To control the computational demanding for long time series and a large dataset, we adopt
regularization strategy to constrain the stochastic variational inference. Let θ kl,t→t+1 denotes the
transition probability of connectivity k evolve from time point t to time point t+1, it satisfies
∑
l 6=k
θ kl,t→t+1 < ρk,t (3.6)
Where ρk,t denotes the regularization level of connectivity k at time point t.
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We describe the HMM steps using following pseudocode:
Algorithm 1: Dynamical modelling of fMRI time series
1 Input: N |∗ the length of observation sequence ∗|, L |∗state set of length ∗|
2 Output: Q |∗ a posteriori most probable state sequence ∗|
3 begin initialize Q← { }, t← 0
4 for t← t+1, j← j+1, until t = T do
5 for j← j+1, until j = c do
6 α j(t)← b jkv(t)∑ci=1αi(t−1)αi, j
7 j′← argmax jα j(t)
8 Append ω ′j to Q
9 end
10 end
11 Return Q |∗ a posteriori most probable state sequence ∗|
3.3 Experiments and Results
3.3.1 Data preprocessing
Data analyzed in this report is collected from the ADHD-200 dataset (http://fcon_1000.projects.
nitrc.org/indi/adhd200/). We include all individuals meeting the diagnostic and statistical
manual of mental disorders, fourth edition, revised (DSM-IV-TR) criteria of combined ADHD,
hyperactive ADHD, or inattentive ADHD, collectively referred to as ADHD group. We also include
healthy controls (HC) as HC group for the purpose of comparison. Participant inclusion criteria is that:
(1) datasets include rs-fMRI images and (2) each subjects has two volumes of rs-fMRIs. This process
yield 78 ADHD subjects and 116 HC subjects, matched by a mean age 11.97, a mean verbal IQ 50.14,
and a mean performance IQ 51.17. Demographic information for all samples is summarized in Table
3.1.





Verbal IQ 49.55 51.03
Performance IQ 50.03 52.85
IQ = intelligence quotient.
Rs-fMRI scans were acquired on a 3T GE signa Hdx scanner. Each subject has a high-resolution
T1-weighted MPRAGE structural image (TR = 8.3 ms; TE = 3.2 ms; flip angle = 11 ) with a voxel
resolution of 1.0×1.0×1.0mm. R-fMRI preprocessing includes slice timing correction to the middle
slice, motion correction, and co-registration with structural MRI. Derived r-fMRI measurements are
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normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1 template, band-pass filtered (0.009Hz <
f < 0.08Hz) and smoothed with a resolution of 3×3×3mm3 . Mean regional time series is obtained by
the definition of region of interests (ROI) using AAL atlas [118]. All the data have been preprocessed
by ADHD-200.
3.3.2 Estimation and analysis of dynamic functional brain connectivity
In the following, experimental results of 6 hidden states obtained from functional brain network
connectivity have been analysed in both ADHD and HC. We first visualize inferred states estimated
at the group level. Each state represents distinct patterns of functional brain connectivity. Figure 3.2
shows an illustrative inferred states estimated by proposed HMM model and the result of correlating
fractional occupancy (FO) of each pair of states across samples. FO is a metric to measure temporal
characteristics of the states [144]. The functional connectivity matrix has been projected to a circle
graph. For uncluttered, we show the top 15% weights in each state. These maps reflect functional
brain connectivity in rs-fMRI and functional states spontaneously change over the scanning time.
Figure 32: Transitions between functional brain activity of ADHD and HC. (A) is fractional occupancy
correlations across each pair of connectivity networks, indicating the total time spent in each state per
subject. It exhibits strong correlations between states across subjects. (B) shows the probability of
transitioning from one state to another, showing some transitions are more likely to happen.
We use the temporal structure of the inferred functional brain states to reflect the temporal organi-
zation of brain activity. Particularly, we examine the transition probability matrix estimated by the
proposed method, in which the probability of transitioning form one state to another is specified. Here,
we also examine the FO correlations for each pair of states across subjects, which can reflect temporal
characteristics of states. Figure 3.3 shows the results of FO correlation of each pair of states across
subjects and the estimated transition probabilities.
In order to revel functional characteristics involved sensory and motor system [105], attention
system [48], visual system [22] and default-mode system [20], we decompose estimated functional
connectivity into brain regions related to these areas. Figure 3.4 shows one functional brain state
among regions on above mentioned systems.
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Figure 33: FO correlation matrix in ADHD and HC. FO matrix describes total time spent in each state
per subject. It exhibits strong correlation between states across subjects.
3.3.3 Identifying repeating connectivity patterns
In order to find repeating connectivity patterns in whole-brain connectivity across a group of subjects,
we perform Louvain hierarchical clustering algorithm to find communities on resulting FO correla-
tion matrix. The repeating patterns (meta-states) are associated to a set of brain states whose FOs
are strongly correlated across multiple subjects. Experimental results indicate a clear hierarchical
organization of temporal functional brain connectivity with three meta-states (Figure 3.5. B, C).
Specifically, state 5 is strongly correlated with state 6 while less uncorrelated with other states. Figure
3.5 illustrates the result of transition probability matrix in ADHD and performs hierarchical clustering
on the resulting correlation matrix.
3.3.4 Evaluation
To validate the effectiveness of proposed method, we compare our method with Pearson correlation
(baseline model), sliding window proposed by Liegeois et al. (code can be found in: https://github.
com/CyclotronResearchCentre/SlidingWindowFC), and standard HMM proposed by Diego et al.
(code can be found in: https://github.com/vidaurre/HMM-fMRI) on the same dataset.
• Baseline: we first compute the Pearson correlation for regional functional connectivity. We
extract local clustering coefficients of the functional connectivity using Brain Connectivity
Toolbox (https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet). Pearson correlation is measures by
P(ni,n j) =
∑Ni=1(ni− nˆi)(n j− nˆ j)√
∑Ni=1(ni− nˆi)2
√
∑Ni=1(n j− nˆ j)2
(3.7)
where ni and n j denote brain regions i and j respectively.
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Figure 34: Inferred functional states of ADHD and HC samples. Note that only the top 15 % weights
are presented and there is no correspondence between states of ADHD, for example, the i-th state is
not necessarily related with the j-th state.
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Figure 35: Visualization of one functional brain state, which decompose ROIs into regions into differ-
ent type of functional connectivity networks. Red color nodes represent attention connectivity network.
Blue color nodes represent default-mode connectivity network. Purple color nodes represent so-
matosensory, motor and auditory connectivity network. Green color nodes represent limbic/paralimbic
and subcortical connectivity network.
• Sliding window: This method uses a sliding window to process time series BOLD signals and
estimate dynamic functional connectivity. We use a window size of 50 time points on 116
regional time series of ADHD data. The length of each time series is 232 in our case. For
each sample, the process results a volume of size 183×116×116, representing the temporal
functional brain connectivity networks. We extract local clustering coefficients as features for
each sample.
• Standard HMM: This method uses a standard HMM model with Bayesian inference to estimate
the temporal structure of brain states. Temporal brain states are reflected by transition probability
matrix. We selected 6 hidden states, same as our method. The data has been preprocessed to
have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.
We use the proposed model to estimate the dynamical functional connectivity on all subjects (78
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Figure 36: Transition between brain connectivity in ADHD displays hierarchical organization. A
shows transition probability matrix revealing the probability of transiting from one state to another.
B indicates state probability transition in meta-state 1. Nodes denote brain states and links denote
transition probability. The thickness of links represent state transition probability. C shows fractional
occupancy correlation between each state. These correlations display a hierarchical structure.
individuals with ADHD and 116 healthy controls) collected from ADHD-200. Then, we deploy a
linear support vector machine (SVM) as classifier to evaluate the performance of models. The features
to SVM are patterns of fMRI estimated from proposed method. We first built a regularized HMM to
estimate dynamical patterns of fMRI And we perform a leave-one-out cross-valuation technique. We
quantitatively evaluate accuracy, precision and recall and compared the classification performance
with other methods (see table 3.2).
Table 32: A summary of performances of the competing methods on ADHD-200 dataset.
Method Accuracy Precision Recall
Baseline 59.30% 60.90% 58.00%
Sliding window [81] 67.71% 62.32% 70.53%
Standard HMM [144] 65.32% 61.57% 63.07%
Proposed method 71.58% 69.59% 72.33%
Table 3.2 summarizes the performance of all models on ADHD-200 dataset. In terms of the
classification accuracy, the proposed method achieves the highest accuracy of 71.58%. Compared
to the baseline method, our method significantly improve the accuracy by 11.29%. In the meantime,
sliding window and standard HMM achieve 67.71% and 65.32% respectively. In terms of the precision
and recall, our method achieves 69.59% and 72.33% respectively.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we develop a regularized HMM model to estimate spatiotemporal nature of functional
brain connectivity of interacting brain regions, characterizing its properties by repeating patterns
identified across a group of subjects. Specifically, the hierarchical organization of functional brain
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connectivity reveals three meta-states. It suggests transitions between functional brain connectivity
are non-random, with certain connectivity patterns are more likely to appear than others. By building
such a framework, we can estimate the likelihood of input resting-state fMRI features belonging to a
disease status. We validate our method with other state-of-the-art methods on the same dataset and
show improved performance in identifying clinical labels of ADHD and HC on test data.
The following publication has been incorporated as Chapter 4.
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Predicting Brain Disorders by Spectral
Convolutional Neural Networks
4.1 Introduction
Early prediction plays an important role in diagnosing brain disorders. With early diagnosis and good
preparation, individuals with brain disorders can slow down symptoms and maintain their independence
for as long as possible. However, it is difficult to early predict brain disorders as patients may not
develop obvious symptoms at an early stage. Neuroimaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), are often served as important biomarkers for early diagnosing brain disorders.
Recently, deep learning technology has emerged as a powerful approach in neuroimaging commu-
nity by predicting disease risk and estimating the success of treatments [8, 54]. Deep learning typically
refers to a set of neural networks, which are able to hierarchically represent input data features and
produce desired outputs. In some challenging lesion detection tasks, such as retinal lesion detection
and skin cancer, deep learning has exceeded human expert performance by training on a large amount
of medical images. Its success can be attributed to the huge advances in computational capability and
larger dataset. Although deep learning algorithms have shown high accuracy in classifying medical im-
ages, predicting diseases based on brain connectivity data is still challenging due to irregular structure
and temporal characteristics of brain connectivity data.
Brain connectivity represents relations among brain regions. Applying deep learning on brain
connectivity data offers advantages in automatically identifying subtle abnormalities of brain connec-
tivity data and reducing errors caused by hand-picked features. To establish deep neural networks on
brain connectivity data, we propose to implement spectral parameterized convolutional neural network
(SCNN) on graphs. In the spectral domain, the structure of brain connectivity data can be preserved
by a set of frequencies. Specifically, two approaches have been proposed to perform convolutions
on brain connectivity data. One approach is using a graph Laplacian operator in the spectral domain.
Another approach is parameterizing convolutional kernel weights using complex-values. Performing
computations in spectral domain not only allows us to extract network features from brain connectivity
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data but also improves the computational efficiency using element-wise multiplications. Besides, it
is robust to noise. Thus, we propose to implement a SCNN to detect frequency variations of brain
connectivity and compose them to form a hierarchical learning problem.
The proposed SCNN has been applied to detecting autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) respectively. After transforming brain connectivity data into Fourier domain, SCNN
is implemented to represent the hierarchical characteristics of brain networks. ASD is a heritable
neurodevelopmental disorder affecting people’s social and communication ability across the life span.
The analysis of neuroimaging data has strongly influenced the study of ASD by supporting the identifi-
cation of reliable biomarkers and development of new medications. Over the last decade, network-level
brain connectivity derived from neuroimaging techniques has emerged as an important approach to
understand brain function and cognition in terms of interconnected links. Traditional fMRI studies have
identified widespread abnormalities in brain regions involved in ASD-related behavioral changes [68].
Since brain functions are heavily dependent on effective connections among distributed brain regions,
examining changes in brain connectivity may help in describing and predicting behavioral changes in
ASD [43].
AD is a type of brain disorders and the most common cause of dementia, which is characterized by
memory loss and cognitive decline. Worldwide, over 46.8 million people are living with AD [115].
Caring for patients with AD causes a huge social and economic impact on both the government and
family members. Early stage of AD is often misdiagnosed with other forms of dementia because its
clinical symptoms are not fully expressed. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a state with cognitive
decline and associated with increased risk to develop AD. However, MCI may be caused by a variety
of reasons, suggesting not all MCIs eventually develop to AD [32]. It would be ideal to give treatments
on the early stage of AD, when the subjects are less affected by the pathological changes of AD.
Promote detection of AD is critical for early intervention, which can prevent the permanent damage to
the brain. However, predicting AD in the early stage is challenging because the symptoms of AD are
not fully expressed and often misdiagnosed with other types of dementia [102]. Brain connectivity has
been shown effective to analyze AD by modelling the human brain as a complex network consisting
of a set of nodes connected by edges. From this perspective, AD is often regarded as ’disconnection
syndrome’ [38]. Some studies focus on analyzing the topological characteristics of brain connectivity
affected by AD [124]. Compared with the normal human brain network, they have found alterations in
AD affected brain networks, such as reduced clustering coefficients and local efficiency. Other studies
investigate changes of network patterns in the progression of AD [162, 166]. Only a limited number
of recent studies attempt to use brain network for AD prediction [164]. These work employ pattern
recognition method and the support vector machine (SVM) to identify diseased brain networks from
the normal. However, the hidden network features underlying AD are still under-explored. Here, we
employ our method to predict the AD progression and severity though combining multilevel network
features derived from MRI images.
The proposed SCNN have been trained in an end-to-end manner using brain connectivity data and
diagnostic labels as input. It outputs the probability distribution over diagnostic labels. We implement
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Figure 41: Illustration of the brain affected by Alzheimer’s disease. As the progress of Alzheimer’s
disease brain tissue shrinks in size.
the SCNN to investigate temporal characteristics of functional brain connectivity in individuals with
ASD and AD. We evaluate the model performance using a 10-fold cross-validation approach. And
we compare its performance against the state-of-the-art population graph CNN and BrainNetCNN
on the same dataset [78, 107]. In addition, we compare the SCNN with a real-valued counterpart.
Representing brain connectivity data in spectral domain not only preserves structural characteristics of
brain connectivity but also accelerates the computational speed by replacing convolution with matrix
multiplications. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to use complex-valued deep learning
models on dynamical functional brain connectivity.
Due to the choice of network construction methods, false connections often arise and influence the
analysis results of brain networks [42]. Network thresholding is the most common method to control
false connections. However, there is no standard method to choose an appropriate threshold. The
threshold is often determined arbitrarily. Here, we also investigate the influence of different thresholds
on our method.
4.2 Our Proposed Method
4.2.1 Brain connectivity construction
Rs-fMRI time series correlation matrices are created by a set of regions of interest (ROIs). These ROIs
include 116 anantomical regions derived from automated anatomical labelling (AAL) atlas. Time
series fMRI signals are extracted and averaged within each region. Functional connectivity has been
shown to change over time [12]. Considering the dynamic property of functional connectivity, we
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use the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) to estimate statistical dependencies
between regional time series. Specifically, each regional time series has been decomposed into a set of
scales for analysis in the wavelet domain. After decomposition, wavelet coefficients are aligned to
the phase delay properties of the filter within a 2×2 temporal window size. This allows the transient
phenomena to occur in consecutive time points. Then, non-stationary events are represented by the
maximal and minimal wavelet coefficients in multiple scales. The number of scales are chosen to
be four to representing a commonly analyzed frequency range (0.02-0.13 Hz). This results in four
wavelet scales: scale one (0.12-0.25 Hz), scale two (0.06-0.12 Hz), scale three (0.03-0.06 Hz), and
scale 4 (0.015-0.03 Hz).
We refer to the wavelet transform of each regional time series Xt as W˜T, j,t , where j = {1,2, · · · ,J}
represents the number of wavelet scale, t = {1,2, · · · ,N−1} represent the number of time points. The
MODWT is implemented using BrainWavelet toolbox (www.brainwavelet.org) using the pyramid
algorithm, Daubechies scaling (father) and wavelet (mother) filters of length four. Given N time points,






where L is the filter length, h˜s,l is the wavelet filter.
The strength of connection between regions were defined as correlation between level 2 wavelet
coefficients of averaged regional fMRI signals. Formally, given two brain regions Nm and Nn, the
strength of the connection is
F(Nm,Nn) =
∑t W˜T,2,t( f¯Nm)W˜T,2,t( f¯Nn)√
(W˜T,2,t( f¯Nm))2W˜T,2,t( f¯Nn)2
(4.2)
where f¯Nm and f¯Nn represent the average regional signals in brain regions Nm and Nn.
In the end, correlations of regions rs-fMRI signals are represented by four weighted graphs,
Gi = {Ni,Fi}, where the node set N represents 116 brain regions, F is the weighted connectivity
matrix, and i is the wavelet scale. Figure 4.2 illustrates the process of wavelet analysis of fMRI signals.
Figure 42: Wavelet analysis of rs-fMRI signals. Original time series is taken from regional fMRI
signals after image processing. The regional rs-fMRI signals are processed by wavelet despiking
algorithm to remove noise signals. Then, the dynamic window method is used to generate windowed
correlation, which can be used to construct functional connectivity matrix.
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4.2.2 Spectral parameterized convolutional neural networks
In this section, we present our proposed a SCNN architecture, designed specifically for functional brain
connectivity. Functional brain connectivity is characterized by irregular high-dimensional structure
and temporal property, but traditional CNN is difficult to perform effective convolutional operations
on functional connectivity data due to its statistical limitations. To effectively learn variations of
structures in functional brain connectivity, we propose to implement SCNN in the frequency domain by
Fourier transform. Such that functional brain connectivity is characterized by its frequency variations,
which can be described by multi-scale wavelet decomposition in the frequency domain. Specifically,
we propose to use complex-valued initialization, complex-valued convolutional filters, and spectral
pooling. The SCNN architecture was made up of three complex-valued convolutional layers, two
spectral pooling layers, and one fully-connected layer. Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of proposed
SCNN.
Figure 43: Illustration of SCNN.The SCNN consists of convolutional layers, pooling layers, and
fully connected layers. The input to the model is the concatenated functional connectivity at different
scales over a batch of subjects. After the convolutional operations, the real components and complex
components are stored separately before connected to next layer. In the output layer, the complex
values are projected into real-valued labels.
Input layer. We use a complex matrix X = A+ iB ∈ CM×N to represent the Fourier transformed
functional connectivity matrix F , where i is the imaginary unit, A and B were real-valued submatrix.
Functional brain connectivity matrix at different wavelet scales are concatenated together as input.
Assume the n×n×1 complex matrix is connected with a k× k convolutional layer with m filters, this
will produce a n×n×m volume.
Convolutional layer. The convolutional filter is complex-valued parameterized to detect frequency
variations of functional brain connectivity. It is expressed as H =U + iD ∈C, where U and D are
real-valued submatrix. Assume a N×N complex matrix of X multiply a M×M complex filter H, the
output O is given by
O = Xk, j×Hk, j +bias = (ak, j×up,q−bk, j×dp,q)+ i(ak, j×dp,q−bk, j×up,q)+bias (4.3)
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where ak, j, bk, j are elements of submatrix A and B respectively up,q, dp,q are elements of submatrix
U and D, bias represented the added noise. For simplicity, we separately store real components and
imaginary components
O =ℜ[O]+ i×ℑ= (AU−BD)+ i(AD+BU) (4.4)
where ℜ represents real part of complex number, and ℑ represents imaginary part of complex
number.
Pooling layer. Pooling layer was used to reduce the dimensions of input features maps and calculate
the summary statistics over a number of neurons. However, traditional pooling operations, such as max
pooling, has been found problematic because of its poor information preservation ability. For example,
in max pooling operations, the maximum value can only reveal local information while neglect many
contents within the window. Here, we reduced the dimension of features maps by truncating its
frequency representations. It preserved more information compared to traditional pooling because
truncating frequency is equivalent to reduce input resolution. And the output of pooling layer can be
projected to arbitrary dimensions based on user specifications.
Backpropagation. The proposed was trained to minimize the difference between neural network
outputs and desired outputs. The optimization process was performed using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) to minimize the cost function E. Weight matrix of each layer was iteratively updated by
computing the error derivatives until the error reaches a minimum. Suppose the ith output feature map
was given by




hθi,lx f ,i∈Cn (4.5)
where x f ,i is the input feature maps connected by the weight tensor of size f anin× f anout , θi,l ∈Ck
are the layer’s trainable parameters. When we trained multiple convolutional layers with the SGD with














hθi,l ∂E∂y f ,l
(4.7)
The above operations are performed by K matrix-vector multiplications.
Weights initialization. Considering the inner product a=∑ni WiCi between the complex-valued weight





WiCi) = (nVar(W ))Var(C)) = n(E(|W |2− (E(W ))2)))(E(|C|2)− (E(C))2) (4.8)
If we initialize elements in W being mutually independent and share the same distribution, the
variance of W is analytically computable from the normal distribution mean µ and variance σ2 . For
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instance, we adopted the Xavier initialization scheme to ease the overfitting problem in training the
complex-valued CNN. Thus, we have Var(W ) = 2( f anin+ f anout) with Gaussian distribution.
We describe the whole process by the following pseudocode.
Algorithm 2: Complex-valued CNN framework. All experiments use default values α =
0.001, batch = 32, c = 0.5, γ = 0.0001, m = 0.9, input X ∈CM×N
1 Input:α |∗ the learning rate ∗|, batch |∗ the batch size ∗|, c |∗ the clipping value ∗|, γ |∗ the
regularization term ∗|, m |∗ the momentum ∗|.
2 Output: y |∗ labels ∗|.
3 for k = 1, · · · , iterations do
4 Initialize parameter Θ and weights matrix W
5 Compute output y
′
= f (X ,W,Θ)+bias





7 W ←W +αSGD(Θ,E)
8 W ← clip(W,−c,c)
9 end
10 Return y |∗ labels∗|.
4.3 Experiments and Results
4.3.1 Data acquisition and preprocessing
To illustrate our new method, we first use data collected from the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange
(ABIDE) database (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/). ABIDE is an open-
access neuroimaging dataset containing 1,112 individual subjects for the study of ASD. Specifically,
we include all individuals with DSM-IV-TR category of either autism or control from 7 international
sites, collectively referred to as the ASD group and TD group. The inclusion criteria are as follows:
(1) the resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) has been taken, (2) full-scale
intelligence quotient (IQ) in the range between 50 and 160, (3) verbal ID in the range between 36
and 164, (4) autism diagnostic observation schedule (ADOS) score in the range 0 to 30, (5) mean
frame-wise displacement less than 0.2 mm. There is 816 participants meeting this criteria (ASD = 374
and TD = 442), matched by mean age (ASD = 17.01 and TD = 17.08), mean full-scale IQ (ASD =
105.47 and TD = 111.79), mean verbal IQ (ASD = 103.87 and TD = 111.54), mean ADOS score (ASD
= 11.81 and TD = 1.25). A detailed participant demographic information has been listed in Table 4.1.
Rs-fMRI scans are acquired on a GE, signa 3T whole-body MRI scanner. Each subject has a
high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE structural image (127 axial slices, field of view = 24 cm)
with a voxel resolution of 1.0× 1.0× 1.0mm3, and a resting-state fMRI image, acquired using a
whole-brain gradient echo echo-planar (EPI) sequence with interleaved slice acquisition (repetition
time = 3500 ms, echo time = 27 ms, flip angle = 90◦ , filed of view = 22 cm), and with voxel resolution
of 1.7×1.7×3.0mm3. Each rs-fMRI scan lasts for approximately 8 minutes.
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Full-Scale IQ 105.47±16.68 111.79±12.57
Verbal IQ 103.87±17.70 111.54±13.20
ADOS (total) 11.81±3.66 1.25±1.34
R-fMRI images are preprocessed using AFNI software in accordance with the configurable pipeline
for the analysis of connectomes [29]. Pre-processing steps include slice-timing, head movement
correction, skull-stripping, residual signal regression and temporal filtering (0.01 - 0.1 HZ). Derived
r-fMRI measurements are normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template and
spatially smoothed with the resolution of 3×3×3mm3 .
We also collect anatomical MRI images from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
database ( http://adni.loni.usc.edu/), including 288 ADs, 272 mild cognitive impairments
(MCI), and 272 normal controls (NC). The demographic information of the dataset has been described
in table 4.2. For all MRI brain images, the whole brain is segmented into GM, white matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid tissues. Then, we extract ROIs of GM using ICBM452 template [106].
Table 42: Demographical information of participants with Alzheimer’s disease.
Variables AD MCI HC
Number 288 272 272
Gender(male/female) 141/147 179/93 126/146
Age 74.28±6.97 75.42±6.37 75.43±4.27
MMSE a 18.60±7.37 24.36±7.12 41.02±10.67
CDRSB b 20.41±5.94 13.29±3.80 6.22±2.74
a mini-mental state examination,
b clinical dementia rating sum of box.
4.3.2 Brain network construction
The following pictures show how to estimate brain network from MRI images.
Before applying SCNN on AD classification, we compare the difference between AD, MCI and NC
groups. Group difference has been evaluated by means, standard deviations and their difference. The
testing results were plotted in following figure. As we can see from it, the group difference fluctuated
significantly in the threshold range of [0, 0.2]. But these effects have increased after threshold of
0.2. We also noted that the mean difference between AD and MCI achieved the maximum (0.14)
at the threshold of 0.26. At the same threshold, AD/NC and MCI/NC groups also can be easily
separated with a mean difference of about 0.24 and 0.16 respectively. Therefore, we chose threshold
of 0.26 to suppress erroneous connections and highlight group difference. Meanwhile, we deployed a
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Figure 44: The process of constructing brain networks. Starting from whole brain extraction for
images, brain regions extraction, and network construction.
conventional permutation-based false discovery rate controlling to select the threshold which is able to
detect group effects. It give threshold 0.2 with the lowest false discovery rate (as shown in figure).
Figure 45: Network metrics and influence of thresholds.
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Figure 46: Group difference measured by proposed MTBE in AD-NC group, AD-MCI group, MCI-NC
group.
4.3.3 Characteristics of functional brain connectivity
To characterize functional brain connectivity, we choose four spectral graph metrics, including Spectral
Radius, Spectral Gap, Eigenratio, and Eigenvector Centrality. Spectral metrics are derived from the
Laplacian transformed connectivity matrix. The Laplacian matrix is expressed as L = I−D−1F ,
where I is the identity matrix, and D is a diagonal matrix. The spectral information eigenvector v and
eigenvalues λ are given by Lv = λv. Spectral radius ρ is the largest absolute eigenvalue measuring the
number of links in a fixed size brain network [33]. It can reflect the robustness of networks. Spectral
gap d is defined as the difference between the largest and second largest eigenvalues to estimate
the rate of a network converging to the steady state [49]. Spectral gap is often used to characterize
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network dynamics. Eigenratio is mathematically measured by the ratio between the largest and second
smallest magnitude of eigenvalues, suggesting the synchronization ability of a network [133]. The last
measurement used in the study is the eigenvector centrality, measuring the influence of a node to the
whole network.
We compare the difference of above mentioned metrics between ASD group and TD group using
Mann-Whitney U test. The eigenvector centrality is generally lower in ASD group and show significant
group differences at scale 1 (p < 0.0003) and scale 2 (p < 0.001). But no difference has been found
in scale 3 and scale 4 regarding to eigenvector centrality. The changes of eigenvector centrality
distribution indicate changing network connections in individuals with ASD at scale 1 and scale 2.
Figure 4.7 shows significant group effects.
To further investigate the functional connectivity different at the subsystem level, we used the
parcellation scheme proposed by He et al. (2009) to analyze the functional connectivity in five
subsystems related with biological behaviors, including somatosensory, motor and auditory subsystems
(module 1), visual subsystem (module 2), attention subsystem (module 3), default subsystem (module
4), and limbic, paralimbic and subcortical subsystems (module 5) [66]. Comparing the efficiency of
subsystem functional connectivity, we found that children with ASD had lower efficiency in module 1,
and module 2 compared with TD children. This finding was consistent with other studies demonstrating
the disrupted sensorimotor experience [113]. In addition, we reported increased efficiency in module 3
and module 4. Alterations in these modules could lead to some characteristics of ASD, including the
reduced social-communication interaction. Comparing the average shortest path length of functional
connectivity, we found that ASD children showed higher shortest path length in module 2. However,
ASD children showed slightly lower shortest path length in module 3 compared with TD children,
which was associated with the attention function. Besides, we reported reduced connectivity in module
1, module 4 and module 5. Figure 4.8 plotted the comparison results of brain networks at subsystems
level.
To evaluate the relationship between clinical outcomes and spectral measurements, we measure
the correlation between spectral measurements and autism diagnostic observation schedule (ADOS)
score using Spearman correlation test. Experimental results show that spectral radius is significantly
correlated with ADOS score at all wavelet scales (p < 0.05) but scale 4. This indicates that altered
connectivity pattern in ASD group is significant correlated with autistic severity. We also observe
a significant correlation of eigenratio with ADOS at wavelet scale 3, suggesting alterations in syn-
chronization in ASD at scale 3. No main effects have been found in other correlation tests (see table
4.3).
Table 43: Relationship between spectral measurements and ADOS score in ASD individuals.
Measurements Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
Spectral radius p = 0.05 p = 0.02 p = 0.05 p = 0.29
Spectral gap p = 0.20 p = 0.86 p = 0.11 p = 0.42
Eigenratio p = 0.32 p = 0.07 p = 0.05 p = 0.22
Eigenvector centrality p = 0.34 p = 0.41 p = 0.98 p = 0.81
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Figure 49: Visualization a brain network in the spatial and spectral domain respectively.
Figure 410: Statistical comparison of spectral measurements.Spectral measurements for whole brain
network at different scales, including spectral radius, spectral gap, eigenratio, and eigenvector centrality.
Error bar indicates the standard deviation. The middle line represents the mean.
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4.3.4 Effects of thresholds
Background
The study of brain networks has become an important approach in the field of neuroscience to
investigating network properties of structural or functional connections of nervous systems [9, 39, 50].
Besides, identifying disruptions in network organization has become an important method to study
psychiatric and neurological disorders [154,161]. Graph analysis of brain network reveal that a healthy
human brain has characteristics of cost-efficiency, modularity and a rich club of connected hubs [21].
A typical experimental setting to study brain networks includes the acquisition of functional
magnetic resonance images (fMRI) or electroencephalography (EEG) and sequent modelling of
statistical dependencies of brain regionsal signals. This process results in a functional connectivity
matrix for all pair of brain regions. While network analysis is a powerful tool to investigate the
organization of the brain, network bias often arise in the process of network construction with regard
to the presence of edges and weights [42]. False positive (FP) connections and false negative (FN)
connections arise frequently in the process of network construction, in which erroneous connected
brain regions give rise to FPs, while the absence of connected brain regions result in FNs. Thresholding
is a common approach to remove spurious connections obtain sparsely connected matrices [137].
Network thresholding can be performed in two ways. One is by setting an ’absolute threshold’.
The other is by performing the ’proportional thresholding’ method. The former approach selects
network connections above a particular threshold T. However, it has been found that network measures
are unstable across absolute thresholds [55]. Network density, that measures the fraction of present
connections to possible connections, is often computed in threshold selection. However, studies
have shown that choosing a density threshold for the brain networks may not be sufficient to reveal
topological changes between subjects [47].
To overcome these issues, several studies suggest using a ’proportional thresholds’ in order to
ensure that networks in each group have same number of edges [55, 137]. The proportional threshold
method selects the strongest PT% connections in each individual network. Compared to the absolute
threshold approach, proportional threshold overcomes the effects of various network density across
subjects, resulting stable network measures [137].
Brain networks are effective features to study brain disorders. Deep learning has been shown
as a powerful classifier in medical data analysis, leading to improved accuracy in assessing disease.
Success of deep learning may attributed to the multiple layers features learned by deep neural networks.
In the following section, we investigate the influence of different thresholds on resting-state functional
brain networks on our proposed SCNN. We test the method using resting-state fMRI collected from
individuals with AD.
Effects of thresholds
The SCNN is trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method with a momentum of 0.9. In
addition, we deploy a 10-fold cross validation strategy to split the data into training data and test data.
The results of different thresholds on the classification between ADs and HCs have been listed in
table 5.1. As shown in the table, the proposed SCNN performs best in original functional networks
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and it is less likely to be affected by different thresholds.
Table 44: Effects of thresholds on complex-valued CNN.
Thresholds Accuracy Precision Recall
0.0 75.18% 63.00% 69.00%
0.1 69.77% 59.00% 61.00%
0.2 73.18% 66.00% 65.00%
0.3 68.64% 49.00% 59.00%
4.3.5 Evaluation
Detecting autism spectrum disorders from typical developments
We compare our model against its real-valued counterpart, population graph convolutional neural
network (GCN) (https://github.com/parisots/population-gcn), and BrainNetCNN (https:
//github.com/jeremykawahara/ann4brains) on the same dataset. Both real-valued and complex-
valued CNN have 6 layers. We also train a comparable deeper architecture (11-layers) to consider the
trade-off model depth.
All models have been trained using the SGD back-propagation algorithm. Table 4.4 presents
classification results of all models on 816 whole brain resting-state functional brain connectivity.
Experimental results show that the SCNN outperforms the counterpart real-valued model with the
same architecture and hyper parameters. For all classification tasks, the proposed model defeats other
models (accuracy of 75.40%, precision of 69.53%, and recall of 73.83%).
Table 45: Comparison performance of different models.
Model Accuracy Precision Recall
BrainNetCNN 68.43% 69.00% 61.00%
Population-GCN 69.20% 68.00% 71.32%
Real-valued CNN 69.38% 67.52% 70.63%
Proposed model (6-layer) 75.40% 71.53% 73.83%
Proposed model (11-layer) 72.91% 68.54% 69.66%
Predicting Alzheimer’s disease
We deploy our graph CNN to classify AD from MCI and NC. Table 4.5 gives the classification
results compared with SVM and random forest (RF). Experiment results show that SCNN is able to
classify AD from other with high accuracy. Although Sensitivity reported by SCNN is relatively lower
than SVM and RF in AD/MCI classification, it is still higher than the ideal biomarker sensitivity of
80% [151].
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we present proposed SCNN and its application in ASD and AD diagnosis. Because of
the irregular structure of functional brain connectivity, traditional CNN is difficult to extract meaningful
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Table 46: Comparison performance of different models.
Method AD vs. NC (%) MCI vs. NC (%) AD vs. MCI (%)
ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE
SVM 78.57 79.31 77.77 74.54 80.00 70.00 74.54 92.59 57.14
RF 87.50 86.20 88.88 83.63 88.00 80.00 80.00 92.59 67.85
Proposed Model 91.07 88.24 95.45 85.45 92.86 77.78 87.72 84.38 92.00
features on high-dimensional network data. Besides, a conventional CNN often assumes that the
input data is local stationary. However, many data, such as time series fMRI signals, do not satisfy
this assumption. In addition, experimental results show that the proposed SCNN is less likely to be
affected by false connections in functional brain networks. Specifically, we have made the following
contributions:
• To preserve structural characteristics and temporal information of functional brain connectivity,
we propose a complex-valued CNN in spectral domain to learn frequency variations of functional
brain connectivity though Fourier transform.
• The complex-valued parameterized convolutional filters can recursively detect frequency varia-
tions which can be seen as wavelet transform of input functional brain connectivity.
• By transforming the functional brain connectivity into the frequency domain, all information,
including structural characteristics and topology, are preserved as a set frequencies. Complex-
valued convolutional filters learn features from different frequency bands.
• Additionally, spectral pooling can address the insufficient information preservation problem
caused by traditional pooling operations, such as max pooling. Spectral pooling is performed by
truncating frequencies which is equal to reduce input resolution.
Apart from this, SCNN can improve computation efficiency, easier to optimize and better in
generalization [136]. Rs-fMRI reveals spontaneous fluctuations in neural activity. The dynamic
functional connectivity is modeled by wavelet transform and sliding window strategy. Experimental
results shows that spectral graph analysis is able to detect alterations in the resting-state functional
brain networks of individuals with ASD. Specifically, we have found changes of synchronization of
networks in ASD and alterations in spectral radius that are correlated to ADOS score. Significant
reductions in eigenvector centrality (p < 0.001) have been observed at scale 1 and 2, suggesting
disconnections in brain networks. Spectral radius has been found to be significant correlated with
autism severity.
Training a SCNN is often suffering from the high variance issue, which suggests that the model’s
generalization ability is poor. The reason of this phenomenon is most likely coming from that the
designed model is too complicated for the learning problem. To address this issue, we examine the
performance of the proposed CNN architecture with different depth, starting from two to eleven
hidden layers. It turns out that 6 hidden layers architecture has better performance. Compared to
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population GCN (69.20%) and BrainNetCNN (68.43%), our proposed model performs better in the
ASD classification task. In the clinical setting, behavioural assessments are often used to determine
whether an individual has ASD or not. However, it is also worth pointing out that behavioural
assessments cannot serve as biomarker because they simply provide a way to measure social- behaviour
deficits caused by ASD. Our results show that spectral properties of functional brain connectivity are
able to reflect characteristics of ASD, which can serve as potential biomarkers.
We extract network structure from neuroimaging data in this chapter. Apart from modelling
neuroimaging data, network can be used to model clinical text data, genetic data and combine
multimodal data. Network modelling is a very useful method to describe relationships between objects.
Neurological disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease and autism, are difficult to be diagnosed at
an early stage. That is mainly because symptoms of disease have not fully expressed at early stage.
However, neuroimaging techniques, such as MRI, are very useful to detect changes of brain anatomy
and function. Therefore, neuroimaging techniques have been widely used for early prediction of brain
disorders. Deep learning has a great predictive power because it can model non-linear relations and
discover latent features. Therefore, using deep learning on neuroimaging data has the potential to
detect disease at an early stage.
Despite the promising results using deep learning models to detecting autism from functional brain
connectivity, we regard this technique only as a proof of idea for several reasons. The first reason is
that the prediction of clinical outcomes based on neuroimaging techniques are sensitive to the source
of data and network construction method. False connections can be easily introduced in the process
of network construction. The second reason is that the black-box features are difficult for human to
interpret. Therefore, it is still challenging for doctors and patients to accept it. Even so, a lacking of
diagnostic biomarkers using functional brain connectivity should not be the reason to preclude further
investigation of combining neuroimaging techniques with deep learning.
We have also identified the following problem for the future investigation. Compared with
electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), the time resolution of fMRI is
relatively lower. In other words, EEG/MEG contains more temporal information about brain activities.
However, fMRI has better spatial resolution. Combining EEG/MEG with fMRI may increase the spatial
and temporal resolution of brain activities. Thus, it is worth to investigate functional connectivity in
ASD using combined neuroimaging modalities. In addition, many new methods, such as applying
influence function or statistical parameters mapping, may explain the prediction results of deep learning.
We anticipate that clinical advance will result from combining deep learning technology and brain
connectivity analysis.
4.5 Summary
In this work, we propose a SCNN to analyze dynamical functional brain connectivity in individuals
with ASD in the spectral domain. Experimental results show that SCNN can predict ASD from healthy
controls with an accuracy of 75.40%, AD from normal controls with an accuracy of 91.07%. Wavelet
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analysis of dynamic functional brain connectivity shows altered connectivity patterns in ASD group.
Specifically, we have found that alterations in spectral radius are correlated to ADOS score. Significant
reductions in eigenvector centrality have been observed at wavelet scale 1 and scale 2. Furthermore,
experimental results show that the SCNN can improve the classification accuracy compared to the
state-of-the-art deep learning models. This work shows that the spectral graph analysis is valuable
alternative for analyzing functional connectivity in ASD.
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Interpreting Deep Features by a Topological
Decision Tree
5.1 Introduction
Developing whole-brain models inferring functional connections among brain regions remain an
important challenge in computational neuroscience. Network generative modelling is a powerful
approach to reveal informative network properties of human brain by generating synthetic network data.
An important application of inferring functional connections of whole brain is to study neurological or
psychiatric disorders, such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and attention deficit and hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD). In this chapter, we show our proposed whole-brain model which can describe
functional connectivity characteristics in diseased and healthy brain.
The human brain can be represented by a complex network (also refer to a graph) in which brain
regions and its statistical correlations are rendered into the nodes and edges. Network analysis of the
human brain has provided many invaluable insights for understanding mechanisms and facilitated
the development of target therapeutic strategies [2, 125]. With an exponential growth in data, how
to analyze brain data and gain neurological insights at a population-level has become increasingly
important. In this context, a particularly powerful approach is generative models that are capable of
extracting biologically meaningful patterns from observations and produce simulated data based it.
Generative models are especially useful in the case of simulating brain diseases, including psychiatric
and neurodegenerative diseases [13, 14, 119]. However, this approach has been challenged by big
data and automation. Therefore, developing data-driven generative models that can characterize brain
network organization and gain insights into brain functions remains an open research field.
Most network generative modelling methods follow two main strategies. The most conventional
approach seeks to design summary variables to capture geometrical and topological properties of brain
networks, and produce synthetic networks with similar properties. These models range from spatial
models attempting to mimic distance-dependencies of brain networks to topological models describing
topological properties of brain networks [13,119,142]. In combination with graph theory, these models
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are capable of producing synthetic networks matching basic properties of individual brain networks. A
common characteristic of these models is that they typically generate networks by adding edges using
predefined probability formation.
Recently, developing data-driven generative models has started to grain popularity. In this context,
differences of individual networks are usually discovered by means of machine learning algorithms.
Ideally, this model is capable of identifying the network formation mechanisms that generate be-
havioural and neuroimaging responses. Once trained, the model can produce realistic data without
relying on handcraft features [56, 58]. This approach has recently been applied to brain networks to
estimate functional interactions of distributed brain regions [18, 93, 132].
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), measuring fluctuations of blood oxygen-level-
dependent (BOLD) signals in a non-invasive manner, has become a popular approach to investigate task-
related or spontaneous brain activity [18,27,132]. Functional brain networks is an example of complex
networks, which describe functional associations between different brain regions. It has been found
that disruptions in functional brain networks may be caused by cognitive disorders, such as attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and schizophrenia [17,27,82].
Here, we focus on developing a generative model in functional brain networks derived from ADHD
patients. ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder developed in childhood and persisted into adulthood,
profoundly affecting behavior and academic achievements, with increased risk for suicide [63]. It is
estimated that 1.7 billion people aged 5 to 19 have been diagnosed with ADHD worldwide in 2013 [45].
From a clinical point of view, it is important to investigate characteristics of functional brain networks
to better understand ADHD. In this regard, generative models that can simulate characteristics of
functional brain networks in ADHD play an important role in uncovering the relationships between
connectivity patterns of neural elements and a target behavior. This chapter was motivated by two
limitations of current generative models that have plausibly hindered our understanding of human
brain network organization and mechanisms. First, most of current studies use a predefined connection
formation to estimate complex patterns of interconnections found in real brain networks [13, 119, 142].
Because the human brain organization and mechanisms remain unresolved, it is difficult to provide
sufficient system-specific details using predefined network formation. Additionally, these methods are
lack of ability to adapt the model structure with growth of data. Second, although recent development
of generative models based on deep learning techniques can automatically learn mid-level and high-
level abstractions from examples, it is hard to explain which feature in a specific brain network trigger
the diagnosis [131, 132]. The black-box problem of deep learning techniques hinders the adoption of
AI in the future clinical practices.
To overcome above mentioned limitations, we develop a data-driven generative model, combining
a graph-based generative adversarial network (Graph-GAN) together with a decision tree, to generate
realistic brain networks with interpretable features (see Figure 5.1). Specifically, rather than computing
handcrafted graph-theoretic metrics, such as node degree and path length in the literature, our method
automatically discover discriminative and informative features from real brain networks. Note that,
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our method can discover relationships among distributed brain regions in a hierarchical manner. In
addition to ADHD, this work can be used to understand functional brain network properties of other
cognitive disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and schizophrenia.
5.2 Problem Formulation
It has been found that brain disorders are associated with disruptions in brain network organization
[2, 30]. Studies of brain networks have revealed many invaluable insights into ADHD. Developing
a multiple layer generative model to produce individual brain network profile is important for us to
understand the biological process of a disease. The problem can be given as:
Problem formulation Given a set of individual brain network G = {G1,G2, · · · ,Gn}, where Gi =
{Ni,Ei}, a sparse seed network, Gseed = G1∩G2∩ ·· ·∩Gn, let Eni,n j ∈ 0,1 indicate the presence or
absence of an edge between node ni and n j, find the nonlinear function f (P(Eni,n j) = 1) between Gseed
and Gi.
5.3 Our Proposed Method
5.3.1 Graph-based generative adversarial networks for functional brain net-
works
Ideally, an end-to-end functional brain network synthesis model should generate realistic networks
similar to topological and anatomical properties of observed networks. Such a model would also
extract latent patterns from the data and generate as many synthetic networks as the user requires, with
a high degree of generalizability. In this work, we propose to achieve this goal based on generative
adversarial networks (GAN).
The research herein reported considers simulating functional brain network based on a number of
empirical networks as a network generative modelling problem. Specifically, we devise a generative
model, Graph-GAN.
Overall, a Graph-GAN is composed of two models: 1) a generator G , that tries to approximate true
connection distribution of a graph and generates realistic connections for a particular node ni from
the node set N(ni), and 2) a discriminator D , that discriminates the whether there is an edge existing
between node ni and node n j and output a probability indicating the presence of edges. Graph-GAN is





L(G ,D) = En∼pG(n)[logD(n)]+En pGθ (nG )[log(1−D(Gθ (nG )))] (5.1)
In the expression, nG represents connections generated by the generator G .
Staring with a sparse seed network (646 bi-directional edges that are common across all 255 ADHD
patients), the computation of the edge between brain region ni and n j is given by G (Eni,n j ,θG ,γ). The
parameter γ controls the characteristic of edge length. When γ < 0, short-distance path are preferred,
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whereas γ > 0 increases the probability of forming long-distance path. It is noteworthy that edges are
added one at a time over a number of steps. At each step, the generator would produce a probabilistic
distribution, in which ∑ni 6=n j G (Eni,n j ,θG ,γ) = 1. If the probability connection between nodes ni
and n j is P(Eni,n j) = 1 at any step, connections between nodes ni and n j will not be considered in
subsequent steps. Specifically, the connection between any brain region ni and n j is formed by the
following softmax function
G (Pni, j ,θG ,γ) =
exp(nTv n)
∑n6=nv exp(nTv n)
∝ (di, j)γ (5.2)
In this expression, di, j is the distance between region ni and n j, ki and k j represent the degree of
nodes region ni and n j, parameter θG controls the approximation of connectivity parameter distribution.
In such form, the generator G trades-off between short-distance connections and high degree nodes.
However, the ability of the generator G to achieve the goal of generating synthetic networks is generally
poor in this case, since we do not have any knowledge about underlying true connection probability
distribution Pni, j , in the graph. This prevents us from sampling connections from the true distribution.
To improve the quality of generating realistic networks, we deploy an adversarial training process
[56]. In this case, the learning process of Graph-GAN is embedded in an adversarial competition, in
which a discriminator D will be used to decide whether the sample is coming from real distribution or
fake distribution. The goal of a Graph-GAN is to minimize the generation loss. Meanwhile, we try to
estimate the probabilistic connections between any possible pair of nodes by matching it to a fixed
probability distribution P(nG ) and this distribution can be shifted by varying the parameter. So it will
finally be close to the true connection distribution.
Algorithm 3: Graph-GAN framework. All experiments use default values α = 0.001, m= 32,
c = 0.001, iters = 10, γ = 1.2
1 Input: α |∗ the learning rate | ∗ |, m |∗ the batch size ∗|, c |∗ the minimum clipping value ∗|,
iters |∗ the number of iterations of the discriminator per generator iteration ∗|, γ |∗ the path
length ∗|, θG |∗ initial generator parameters ∗|, θD |∗ initial discriminator parameters ∗|.
2 Output: ptrue(ni) |∗ probability of connection between nodes ∗|.
3 while θG notconverged do
4 for k = 1, · · · , iters do
5 Sample {ni}mi=1 ∼ Ptrue from the positive connections ptrue(ni)
6 Sample {zi}mi=1 ∼ PG from negative connections pG zi
7 gθG ← ∇θG [ 1m ∑mi=1G (P(ni))− 1m ∑mi=1D(P(zi))]
8 w← w+α ·ADAM(θ(G),gθG )
9 w← clip(w,−c,c)
10 end
11 Sample {zi}mi=1 ∼ PG from negative connections pG (ni)
12 gθD ←−∇θD 1m ∑mi=1D(P(zi))
13 θ ← θ −α ·ADMA(θD ,gθD )
14 end
15 Return ptrue(ni) |∗ probability of connection between nodes ∗|.
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5.3.2 Understanding latent space by a decision tree
After training the model as described above, it is now possible to produce realistic brain networks.
Nonetheless, the latent representations learned by Graph-GAN is difficult for us to understand. Re-
cently, ideas based on the decision tree [58] have been shown to be useful to explain the logic of hidden
representations made by a neural network. Here, we train a decision tree to explain hidden features
of a Graph-GAN. This method could improve model interpretability when we want to know how the
Graph-GAN represent network in the latent space. Here, we pick up a binary decision tree with a
shallow depth of d. Instead of using a greedy approach that suggests the size of tree should increase
linearly with the size of the training data [44], we choose one binary decision tree with a small depth
for the following reasons: 1) the nodes in the lower levels of a decision tree are hard to explain the
relationships with input data, especially in the case of a large tree, 2) a large tree or an ensemble of
small trees are lack of interpretability due to the mixture components.
For the two-class decision tree, the inner nodes are labelled with probability functional from class
U and leaf nodes produce an output vector ui for each input x ∈ S , in which S denotes the all samples
of the dataset. The kth inner node function of the decision tree that defines patterns reach to next level
of a decision tree is given by
ξk = σ(xkwk +bk) (5.3)
where σ = 1(1+ex) is the sigmoid function, wk is a weighted filter, bk is the bias.





where u is all possible output classes.
We train the decision tree using a loss function that seeks to minimize the cross-entropy between








where parameter piu denotes target distribution. Once a particular sequence of decisions has been
chosen, it will results in a choice of process from p to q.
Although distilling representations of Graph-GAN into a decision tree can explain the logic of
hidden layers, it is still hard for human to understand these features. To solve this problem, we
characterize the connectivity patterns in latent space with a number of meaningful and computable
features, namely, node degree, hubs and rich-club organization. Node degree is a measure of the
number of edges connected to a node [120]. Hubs is often used to investigate the global information
integration and network resilience [139]. Rich-club is a measurement to describe a group of high
degree nodes that are more likely to be densely-interconnected among themselves [138]. Disrupted
rich-club network has been revealed to be associated with neurological disorders [31]. We limit our
attention on these graph measurements to interpret latent features.
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5.3.3 Evaluating data quality
We define the mutual information (MI) score to access the fitness of synthetic networks. MI is widely










where Gs and Gr represent synthetic networks and real networks.
5.4 Experiments and Results
The proposed generative model have been applied to generate functional brain networks for 255
ADHD patients and 453 HC individuals. To simplify the evaluation, all synthetic networks have
been binarized to keep the strongest connections. A small percentage of strongest connections (round
10%) is widely used for thresholding functional brain networks [129]. We set the threshold as 15% in
the experiments. For evaluation, we compare graph-theoretic metrics and mutual information scores
for different generative models on the same dataset. Additionally, weighted filters learned by the
decision tree have been mapped to graph-theoretic metrics. Further, we compare the classification
performance between synthetic functional brain networks and real functional brain networks derived
from neuroimaging data.
5.4.1 Data collection and data preprocessing
From the ADHD-200 database (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/adhd200/), we
include all individuals meeting the diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, fourth
edition, revised (DSM-IV-TR) criteria of combined ADHD, hyperactive ADHD, or inattentive ADHD,
collectively referred to as ADHD group. We also include healthy controls (HC) as HC group for the
purpose of comparison. Participant inclusion criteria is that data sets include r-fMRI images. There
is total 708 participants (255 ADHD and 453 HC), matched by a mean age 12.03, a mean verbal
IQ 112.48, and a mean performance IQ 106.53. Demographic information for all participants are
summarized in table 5.1.





Verbal IQ a 111.55±14.21 113.02±15.40
Performance IQ 105.64±14.89 109.00±13.62
a Intelligence quotient
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R-fMRI preprocessing includes slice timing correction to the middle slice, motion correction,
and co-registration with structural MRI. Derived r-fMRI measurements are normalized into Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) T1 template, band- pass filtered (0.009Hz < f < 0.08Hz) and smoothed
with a resolution of 3×3×3mm3 . All the data have been preprocessed by ADHD-200.
5.4.2 Evaluation of synthetic networks
For each graph, we measured clustering coefficients, modularity (a measure of non-overlapping groups
of nodes in a way to maximize the number of within-group connections [120]), global efficiency (a
measure of information integration inversely related to path length [21]) and degree distribution (a
measure of the number of edges connected to a node [120]).
For evaluation, we process to find the mutual information between synthetic networks and empirical
networks. The shared information of synthetic networks generated by each model are plotted in in
Figure 5.2. In figure 5.2, A shows the mutual information score of synthetic networks generated by
different models. Each box plot represents the all synthetic networks generated by each model and
compared to empirical functional brain networks derived from ADHD patients. The color of each
plot represents the general class of the model. The results show that data generated from Graph-GAN
have the highest mutual information score (mean of 0.24) compared with others. The middle green
line represents the median of the data. B shows the mean of graph-theoretic metrics derived from
synthetic networks, including clustering coefficients (royal yellow), modularity (dark blue) and global
efficiency (dark red). Data is collected from the proposed method, AAE, GAN, a generative model
preferred neighbor attachment (Neighbor), a constraint generative model (MLEME), and empirical
data. C shows the degree distribution of synthetic networks generated from different models. It can
be seen that degree distribution of empirical data is better captured by GAN, AAE and the proposed
method. We also plot above mentioned network characteristics in the data and a representation of
right hemisphere generated by each model. The proposed model is compared with other models,
including an adversarial autoencoder (AAE), a GAN, a generative model with neighbor topology [13],
a constraint generative model (MLEME) [119]. Compared to these models, data generated from
Graph-GAN exhibit high normalized clustering coefficients and high normalized global efficiency,
suggesting an economical small-world topology. D-I show the schematic representation of the right
hemisphere of the functional brain network for one participant and a representative network generated
by each model.
5.4.3 Understanding latent space
Because it is difficult to directly explain how the prediction of Graph-GAN is made using a sequence
of latent features, we train a decision tree to explain latent features. Considering the lower levels of a
large tree only take a small fraction of input data, we use a shallow decision tree. In order to decide the
depth of the decision tree, we compare the classification performance of a decision tree with different
depth using the following parameters: regularization term of 0.8, learning rate of 3e-5, and epoch
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Figure 52: Comparison of functional brain networks simulated by different generative models.The
proposed method achieves the highest mutual information score compared to other generative models
and topological properties of synthetic networks generated by the proposed method are close to
empirical functional brain networks derived from ADHD patients.
of 20. In the case of detecting ADHD from HC using synthetic functional brain networks, we have
found that a decision tree with depth four achieving test accuracy of 74.41%, depth five achieving test
accuracy of 80.07%, depth six achieving test accuracy of 81.44%, depth seven achieving test accuracy
of 81.83%. It can be seen that a decision tree with depth six was the best classifier in this case. Users
can build a tree with specified depth to observe interested features. To explain extracted features, we
map learned filters to topological properties in each layer of the decision tree. For simplicity, we only
plot features in the first three levels of a decision tree(depth of four).
Rich-club describes a phenomenon in which highly degree nodes are densely connected with
each other [138]. Here, we showed distribution of node degree and rich-club in each layer of the
decision tree. The total number of connections involving a given brain region is defined as degree
k. The distribution of k across all regions of a given connectivity matrix has been plotted in Figure
5.3, revealing highly connected brain regions and rich-club coefficients. For each value of k, we
quantify the tendency of nodes with degree > k to preferentially connect to each other, forming a rich
club, using the normalized rich club coefficient, Φnorm(k). Values of Φnorm(k)> 1 indicate rich club
organization of the connectivity matrix. As shown in Figure 5.3, the learned weighted matrix in the
top level exhibits rich-club organization among high degree nodes (22 < k < 23), reflecting dense
connectivity between these high-degree regions. Similarly, we observe rich-club phenomenon in the
weighted matrix related to ADHD in level two and three of the decision tree.
We also show hub connectivity of the first three levels of the decision tree in Figure 5.4. In this case,
a synthetic functional brain network of ADHD is provided to a decision tree with a depth of four. For
simplicity, we only plot hub connectivity and node degree distribution at the first three levels. Important
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nodes related to ADHD in the top level filters include right supplementary motor area (SMA.R), left
midcingulate area (DCG.L), right lingual gyrus (LING.R), and left precentral gyrus(PreCG.L). These
regions are reported to be involved in motor skills and language functioning [21]. In the first level
filters, identified important nodes in the left-side include left superior frontal gyrus (ORBsupmed.R),
left parahippocampal gyrus (PHG.L), right medial orbitofrontal cortex (MFG.R). In the right-side filter,
important nodes include left amygdala (AMYG.L) and left globus pallidus (PAL.L). These identified
regions confirmed previous study that has reported reduced prefrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus in
adolescents with ADHD [24, 40, 128].s
5.4.4 Detecting attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder
In order to further validate the quality of synthetic networks, we train an supervised AAE to do the
following classification tasks :1) classifying ADHD from HC using real functional brain networks
and synthetic functional brain networks, 2) extracting features from real functional brain networks
and synthetic functional brain networks. We choose AAE as a classifier because of its interpretability
to show extracted features in coding space. Then, we compare the classification performance and
encoded features between real functional brain networks and synthetic functional brain networks.
In the classification task, we compare the prediction ability of empirical functional brain networks
and synthetic functional brain networks in terms of predicting the labels of individuals. To conduct the
experiment, we separately train the AAE on real data and synthetic data. As we can see from table 5.2,
AAE achieves better performance in synthetic dataset, 86.12%, compared with empirical data 77.45%.
This indicates that data generated from Graph-GAN containing more discriminative and informative
features.
Table 52: Classification performance of real samples and synthetic samples.
Data Accuracy Recall Precision
Real samples 77.45% 65.45% 68.23%
Synthetic samples 86.12% 76.16% 79.08%
To compare encoded features, we plot the two encoded features in the coding space of AAE. As
shown in Figure 5.5, AAE compress the input data into discriminative features. Particularly, features
related to ADHD from synthetic data are significantly different from that of HC (Figure 5.5, B). In
the coding space, features related to ADHD from empirical samples have been grouped in the upper
left corner, whereas features related to HC have been grouped together towards the bottom right.
Additionally, the statistical box plot of individual features indicates that variations of feature one in
real brain networks of ADHD is about 0.7 higher than that of HC, and the mean of encoded feature
two in ADHD is significantly higher than that of HC (1.65 vs. 0.60). For synthetic functional brain
networks, encoded features related to ADHD have been clearly differentiated from features related to
HC. The mean of feature one related to ADHD is significantly higher than that of HC (0.81 vs. 0.62),

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































while the mean of feature two related to ADHD is approximately 0.78 higher than that of HC (0.94 vs.
0.16).
Figure 55: Encoded feature distribution of real functional brain networks and synthetic functional
brain networks using AAE. A. shows encoded feature distribution from real functional brain networks.
Dark red colour represent ADHD-related features. In the coding space, most of the features from two
groups can be separate easily. Dark blue colour represent HC-related features. Right image in A is the
box plot of features from real data, indicating the statistical distribution of feature one and two. The
median of second features-related to ADHD is significantly higher than that of HC. B. shows encoded
feature distribution from synthetic networks. As shown here, data generated from Graph-GAN keep
critical features of ADHD. Right image in B is the box plot of features from synthetic functional brain
networks. The median of first features-related to ADHD is slightly lower than that of HC whereas the
median of second features-related to ADHD is significantly higher than that of HC.
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a data-driven generative model capable of extracting interpretable features.
Our study makes several contributions, by developing a generative model that can adapt its expressive
ability with growth of data, by abandoning handpicked summary variables, by extracting interpretable
hidden features, and by fitting the model to resting-state functional brain networks in ADHD. In
our experiments, the proposed method detects altered connections in motor area, lingual gyrus and
frontal cortex, which has also have also been reported by other studies [24, 40, 63, 131]. The latent
features have been shown to be related motor functions and language skills in individuals with
ADHD. These findings are line with previous studies, which often describe ADHD as disruptive
behavior disorders [82, 97, 123]. Our experimental results also show that synthetic networks of ADHD
exhibit an overall economical small-world topology, with high clustering coefficients and high global
efficiency [21]. Additionally, we show that the classification performance using synthetic networks
has been significantly improved compared to empirical networks, suggesting the proposed method is
able to learn discriminative features.
Since it is important to interpret how the proposed model makes the final prediction, we deploy a
decision tree to logically explain latent space features. Our results show that the synthetic networks
exhibit rich-club organization at each level of the decision tree, suggesting the densely interconnected
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high degree nodes. Multilayer organization of brain networks involving different brain regions have
been identified by the proposed model. Due to the interpretable features provided by proposed method,
it may help in the clinical diagnosis of ADHD.
Network generative models have been investigated before, mainly serving as an investigation
tool to mimic geometrical and topological properties of real brain networks [13, 119, 142]. A major
limitation of earlier models is that they offers limited insight into the hidden features of brain networks
that are related with high-level brain functions. Most of their studies focus on deriving summary
variables to compare individual difference and understand network organization. For example, Betzel
et al. (2016) have proposed a generative model combing network spatial and topological properties
to produce synthetic networks. Another limitation of earlier work is that the expressive capability of
these methods are hard to adaptively increase with increasing number of data samples [9, 25]. For
instance, generative models often use a number of user- specified parameters to meet the topological
and anatomical properties, whereas the real characteristics of brain networks might be ambiguous or
unknown [14, 119].
To overcome these limitations, the proposed model is trained an end-to-end manner, which could
automatically extract relevant features from input data and generate realistic networks based on the
extracted patterns. It reduces the influence of user-specified parameters. Additionally, its expressive
capability can adaptively increase by providing mode input data. Because it is important to know
how the proposed method hierarchically represents functional brain network, a decision tree has been
deployed to explain the hidden space. The idea of using a decision tree to help explain a neural network
has recently been proposed to solve the black-box problem [53,83]. It offers advantages in explaining a
particular decision based on the input data. We choose a decision tree with a shallow depth to increase
the interpretability with a reasonable classification accuracy. The predicted distribution over classes
in the decision tree is given by the greatest path probability because the explanation in such way is
simply a sequence of weighted filters along the chosen path. Our experiments show that hidden space
features display rich-club organization in top levels and disrupted of connectivity patterns.
To future evaluate the proposed method, we compare the classification performance of synthetic
networks generated from the proposed method with empirical networks. Specifically, we train a
supervised AAE to perform the classification task. We use AAE because AAE offers advantages in
interpreting coding space features. However, these features are more related to statistical differences
instead of neurobiological structure. As we can see from the coding space in Figure 5.5, the ADHD-
related features in synthetic data are significantly different from HC-related features, suggesting the
proposed method can capture discriminative and informative features from input data. Compared to
the real-world data, the classification performance of synthetic data has been significantly improved.
Clinically, it is important to build such a generative model to explore the generative rules of
functional brain networks and produce the functional brain networks given the disease status of an
individual. This will help clinicians to better understand a particularly behaviour and its disturbance
based on brain network organization. Additionally, although we only consider the case of diagnosing




In this chapter, a data-driven generative model capable of extracting interpretable features is presented.
This model can automatically discover connectivity patterns among different brain regions from
empirical functional brain networks. Once trained, it can generate synthetic networks containing
meaningful and interpretable connectivity properties. Synthetic networks have shown economical
small-world topology while maintaining important characteristics of connectivity patterns in ADHD.
Experimental results demonstrate that the latent features display rich-club phenomenon and disrupted
hub connectivity in ADHD. Additionally, the classification results show that synthetic networks




6.1 Contributions of This Thesis
In this thesis, we focus on developing deep learning models to analyse brain network connectivity data.
Deep learning offers several advantages in analysing brain network connectivity data. Firstly, deep
neural networks were inspired by neurological system and designed to mimic information processing
in the brain. Thus, it can be used to help our understanding about human brain. Secondly, it is a
goal-driven model trained by a large amount of data, which significantly reduce human errors. In this
thesis, we specifically focus on the analysis of functional brain networks. Functional brain network
is often used to describe the dependency of brain regional activities. It is an important tool to help
us understand functions shaped by brain structure. Functional brain network itself can be a useful
biomarker in differentiating diseased and healthy brain. Additionally, it can be treated as data with
follow-up analysis to support clinical decision making.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• In Chapter 3, we study techniques used to model the dynamic process of brain connectivity.
Traditional approaches, such as sliding window and time-frequency analysis, are subject to the
choice of parameters and hierarchically organized temporal nature of interacting brain regions.
Thus, we propose to implement a regularization-based hidden Markov model (HMM) to estimate
interactions of function brain connectivity at a group level and discover connectivity patterns
repeating over time. The proposed method can estimate spatio-temporal nature of functional
brain connectivity of interacting brain regions, characterizing its properties by repeating patterns
identified across a group of subjects.
• In Chapter 4, we predict brain disease using convolutional neural networks on brain connectivity
data. Although deep learning algorithms have been shown high accuracy in classifying medical
images, predicting diseases from brain connectivity data is still challenging due to irregular
structure and temporal characteristics of brain connectivity data. Thus, we propose to implement
spectral parameterized convolutional neural network (SCNN) on graphs. The SCNN has been
applied to detecting ASD and AD respectively. Our work show that the spectral graph analysis
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can be a valuable alternative for analysing functional connectivity. Experimental results show
that SCNN can predict ASD from healthy controls with an accuracy of 75.40%, AD from normal
controls with an accuracy of 91.07%.
We show effects of thresholds in deep learning on brain networks. Experimental results show
that the proposed SCNN is less likely to be affected by false connections in functional brain
networks. Compared to the classification results reported using support vector machine (average
accuracy of 73.89%), the SCNN outperforms this approach by about 2%.
• In Chapter 5, we focus on developing a generative model to inferrring functional connections in
the brain. This chapter was motivated by two limitations of current generative models that have
plausibly hindered our understanding of human brain network organization and mechanisms.
First, most of current studies use a predefined connection formation to estimate complex patterns
of interconnections found in real brain networks [13, 119, 142]. Second, although recent
development of generative models based on deep learning techniques can automatically learn
mid-level and high-level abstractions from examples, it is hard to explain which feature in a
specific brain network trigger the diagnosis [131,132]. Thus, we develop a data-driven generative
model, combining a graph-based generative adversarial network (Graph-GAN) together with a
decision tree, to generate realistic brain networks with interpretable features
6.2 Future Work
In AI, there is substantial progress in matching human performance on challenging tasks, involving
recognising objects, playing games, generating realistic images, and translating languages. The
development of deep learning techniques has also transformed traditional neuroimaging analysis.
Despite these substantial progress, there is still many work need to bridge the gap of deep learning and
computational neuroscience. In future, we plan to continue to explore our research work along the
following directions:
• Towards a human-like learning in machines. Human has the ability of learn new concepts from
a few number of examples. However, deep learning algorithms needs thousands examples to
achieve similar performance. People can also use their learned concepts in a much broader ways,
such as generalizing knowledge gained in one context to a new concept, explaining and imaging
a concept. Therefore, it is important to teach machines learning to learn like human. Specifically,
it includes (1) learning rich concepts from a few examples, (2) learning abstract, rich and flexible
representations, (3) generalizing knowledge to new concepts.
Children can learn a new concept from just a few of examples, making meaningful generalizations
going beyond observed examples. This learning process is known as one-shot learning. An
important component of one-shot learning is prior knowledge that constrains the hypothesis [85].
Bayesian inference is a common approach used to perform one-shot learning. Prior knowledge
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highlights the most important features of concepts. And it can come from transfer learning or
representation learning. One-shot learning is possible with prior knowledge. However, it is
challenged to learn sophisticated types of representations.
• Validation of deep learning results. Deep learning is often criticized for lacking of the ability
to interpret and limited inference. To implement deep learning algorithms in practical brain
disease diagnosis, it is important to solve this black-box problem. We need to answer the
following questions to establish deep learning techniques in clinical practice. How the neurons
are connected to make the prediction? Which features lead to the finical decision in a deep
neural network?
There is a growing interest to develop techniques to interpret deep neural networks, including
feature visualization, attribution and dimensionality reduction [41, 98, 160]. Visualizing the
combination of neurons that active at a specific location provides us information about detected
patterns at each position. Attribution can explain the relation between neurons. Examples
include linear relationship approximation. Dimension reduction technique is often used to
visualize high-dimensional feature space. Although a lot of research have been devoted to
interpretation, these methods have been studied separately. The combination of these methods
remain unexplored.
• Building causal models that support explanation and understanding. Causality describes the
relation between cause and effect. In other words, it models how real world processes produces
perceptual observations. Extracting causal structure from data provides important information
for perception and learning. Examples include the practice of epidemiology. Identifying causal
structures from time-series data is important to understand why patterns of disease exist and how
to change them [111].
Deep learning has achieved great success in image classification, speech recognition and lan-
guage translation. However, it is difficult to explain the black-box learning process. Estimation
of causal relations from observations is critical to understand deep neural networks. However,
current methods to discover causal relations typically make strong assumptions on the data and
models [73, 126]. It is necessary to develop flexible models without making assumptions.
• Imbalanced classes is a common issue in medical data analytics. Imbalanced class distribution
significantly hampers the performance of computational models in classification or regression
problems, leading to inaccurate prediction models. Current strategies to balance the training set
include oversampling the minority class, undersampling the majority class, and synthesizing new
minority classes [62, 64]. However, undersampling majority classes throw away information.
And replicating minority class does not add information. Considering this, it is necessary to
develop new algorithms to effectively process data.
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A.1 Commonly Used Neuroimaging Processing Pipeline
In this section, we listed software used in this thesis.
For fMRI, MRI and DTI brain imaging data analysis:
• FSL https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki
• SPM https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
For brain connectivity analysis:
• C-PAC https://fcp-indi.github.io/. Processing options include: skull stripping, template-
based registration, automatic tissue segmentation, anatomical/functional coregistration, volume
realighment, slice timing correction, intensity normalization, temporal filtering, nuisance signal
correction, median angle correction, spatial smoothing, motion scribbing.
For graph analysis of brain connectivity:
• Brain Connectivity Toolbox https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/
For brain connectivity visualization:
• BrainNet Viewer https://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/
A.2 Brain Template
Here, we provide a brain template used in this research. We use the AAL template, which stands for
Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) [155]. It includes 116 predifined brain regions. Detailed
information has been given in the following table.
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Table A1: AAL 116 atlas
x y z Region Name x y z Region Name
-38.65 -5.68 50.94 PreCG.L 41.37 -8.21 52.09 PreCG.R
-18.45 34.81 42.2 SFGdor.L 21.9 31.12 43.82 SFGdor.R
-16.56 47.32 -13.31 ORBsup.L 18.49 48.1 -14.02 ORBsup.R
-33.43 32.73 35.46 MFG.L 37.59 33.06 34.04 MFG.R
-30.65 50.43 -9.62 ORBmid.L 33.18 52.59 -10.73 ORBmid.R
-48.43 12.73 19.02 IFGoperc.L 50.2 14.98 21.41 IFGoperc.R
-45.58 29.91 13.99 IFGtriang.L 50.33 30.16 14.17 IFGtriang.R
-35.98 30.71 -12.11 ORBinf.L 41.22 32.23 -11.91 ORBinf.R
-47.16 -8.48 13.95 ROL.L 52.65 -6.25 14.63 ROL.R
-5.32 4.85 61.38 SMA.L 8.62 0.17 61.85 SMA.R
-8.06 15.05 -11.46 OLF.L 10.43 15.91 -11.26 OLF.R
-4.8 49.17 30.89 SFGmed.L 9.1 50.84 30.22 SFGmed.R
-5.17 54.06 -7.4 ORBsupmed.L 8.16 51.67 -7.13 ORBsupmed.R
-5.08 37.07 -18.14 REC.L 8.35 35.64 -18.04 REC.R
-35.13 6.65 3.44 INS.L 39.02 6.25 2.08 INS.R
-4.04 35.4 13.95 ACG.L 8.46 37.01 15.84 ACG.R
-5.48 -14.92 41.57 DCG.L 8.02 -8.83 39.79 DCG.R
-4.85 -42.92 24.67 PCG.L 7.44 -41.81 21.87 PCG.R
-25.03 -20.74 -10.13 HIP.L 29.23 -19.78 -10.33 HIP.R
-21.17 -15.95 -20.7 PHG.L 25.38 -15.15 -20.47 PHG.R
-23.27 -0.67 -17.14 AMYG.L 27.32 0.64 -17.5 AMYG.R
-7.14 -78.67 6.44 CAL.L 15.99 -73.15 9.4 CAL.R
-5.93 -80.13 27.22 CUN.L 13.51 -79.36 28.23 CUN.R
-14.62 -67.56 -4.63 LING.L 16.29 -66.93 -3.87 LING.R
-16.54 -84.26 28.17 SOG.L 24.29 -80.85 30.59 SOG.R
-32.39 -80.73 16.11 MOG.L 37.39 -79.7 19.42 MOG.R
-36.36 -78.29 -7.84 IOG.L 38.16 -81.99 -7.61 IOG.R
-31.16 -40.3 -20.23 FFG.L 33.97 -39.1 -20.18 FFG.R
-42.46 -22.63 48.92 PoCG.L 41.43 -25.49 52.55 PoCG.R
-23.45 -59.56 58.96 SPG.L 26.11 -59.18 62.06 SPG.R
-42.8 -45.82 46.74 IPL.L 46.46 -46.29 49.54 IPL.R
-55.79 -33.64 30.45 SMG.L 57.61 -31.5 34.48 SMG.R
-44.14 -60.82 35.59 ANG.L 45.51 -59.98 38.63 ANG.R
-7.24 -56.07 48.01 PCUN.L 9.98 -56.05 43.77 PCUN.R
-7.63 -25.36 70.07 PCL.L 7.48 -31.59 68.09 PCL.R
-11.46 11 9.24 CAU.L 14.84 12.07 9.42 CAU.R
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-23.91 3.86 2.4 PUT.L 27.78 4.91 2.46 PUT.R
-17.75 -0.03 0.21 PAL.L 21.2 0.18 0.23 PAL.R
-10.85 -17.56 7.98 THA.L 13 -17.55 8.09 THA.R
-41.99 -18.88 9.98 HES.L 45.86 -17.15 10.41 HES.R
-53.16 -20.68 7.13 STG.L 58.15 -21.78 6.8 STG.R
-39.88 15.14 -20.18 TPOsup.L 48.25 14.75 -16.86 TPOsup.R
-55.52 -33.8 -2.2 MTG.L 57.47 -37.23 -1.47 MTG.R
-36.32 14.59 -34.08 TPOmid.L 44.22 14.55 -32.23 TPOmid.R
-49.77 -28.05 -23.17 ITG.L 53.69 -31.07 -22.32 ITG.R
-36.07 -66.72 -28.93 CRBLCrus1.L 37.46 -67.14 -29.55 CRBLCrus1.R
-28.64 -73.26 -38.20 CRBLCrus2.L 32.06 -69.02 -39.95 CRBLCrus2.R
-8.80 -37.22 -18.58 CRBL3.L 12.32 -34.47 -19.39 CRBL3.R
-15.00 -43.49 -16.93 CRBL45.L 17.20 -42.86 -18.15 CRBL45.R
-23.24 -59.10 -22.13 CRBL6.L 24.69 -58.32 -23.65 CRBL6.R
-32.36 -59.82 -45.45 CRBL7b.L 33.14 -63.18 -48.46 CRBL7b.R
-25.75 -54.52 -47.68 CRBL8.L 25.06 -56.34 -49.47 CRBL8.R
-10.95 -48.95 -45.90 CRBL9.L 9.46 -49.50 -46.33 CRBL9.R
-22.61 -33.80 -41.76 CRBL10.L 25.99 -33.84 -41.35 CRBL10.R
0.76 -38.79 -20.05 Vermis12 1.38 -39.93 -11.40 Vermis3
1.22 -52.36 -6.11 Vermis45 1.14 -67.06 -15.12 Vermis6
1.15 -71.93 -25.14 Vermis7 1.15 -64.43 -34.08 Vermis8
0.86 -54.87 -34.90 Vermis9 0.36 -45.80 -31.68 Vermis10
A.3 Graph Theoretic Metrics for Brain Connectivity
In this section, we provides some graph theoretic metrics for brain connectivity [120]. These metrics
are often used to characterize brain networks with a number of computable measures.




• Shortest path length. It defines the shortest distance between node i and node j,
di j = ∑
auv∈gi↔ j
auv (A.2)
where gi↔ j is the shortest distance between node i and j.
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ai jaiha jh (A.3)







∑ j∈N, j 6= j di j
n−1 (A.4)
• Global efficiency. It is the average inverse shortest path length in the network, reflecting







∑ j∈N, j 6= j d−1i j
n−1 (A.5)
where Ei is the efficiency of node i









where Ci is the clustering coefficients of node i.








∑ j,h∈N, j 6=i ai jaih[dih(Ni)]−1
ki(ki−1) (A.7)
where Eloc, j is the local efficiency of node i, and d jh(Ni) is the short path length of node j and h
containing only neighbors of node i.
• Modularity. It reflects a group of nodes that are densely connected within a module while






where euv is the proportion of all links that connect nodes in module u with nodes in module v








where ρh j is the number of shortest pathes between node h and j.
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A.4 MRI K-Space
A main difference between Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging and other medical imaging modalities
is the control over the data acquisition and how it can be managed to finally show the adequate
reconstructed image. With some basic programming adjustments, the user can modify the spatial
resolution, field of view (FOV), image contrast, acquisition velocity, artifacts and so many other
parameters that will contribute to form the final image. The main character and agent of all this control
is called k-space, which represents the matrix where the MR data will be stored previously to a Fourier
transformation to obtain the desired image. K-space data is complex-valued data made up of imaginary
part and real part. The following images give an example of transformed images in k-space.
Figure A1: K-space image: fourier transformed image
